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Introduction
W E  H A V E  A L W A Y S  B E E N  E N A M O R E D  O F  P I C T U R E S  —  

from the recording of history in the earliest cave paintings to the 
invention of photography and the proliferation of that medium 
into the hands of the general public. Within the last century, the 
amount of visual information in our culture has increased expo
nentially, to the extent that we are informed as much by the 
imagery of the mass media— television, film, and video, news
paper photojournalism, magazine advertisements, tabloids, and 
billboards— as we are by painting and photography. Whether 
employed as a written language, a family portrait, a landscape 
painting from another century, or a postcard or Polaroid from a 
foreign country, images have been used as tools for capturing 
time and better understanding, representing, interpreting, and 
conveying information about our world.

A novel excerpt by Ronald De Feo is a surreal depiction of our 
inability to freeze time and save the past from certain loss: A man 
photographs the landscape, hoping for a fixed, concrete reality; 
instead he gets only snippets of time, passing reflections in a mir
ror, and abstract moments. Brittingham Prize-winning poet Jim  
Daniels immediately draws us in to the fragmentary, erotic, and 
violent world of Francis Bacon’s paintings, further compounding 
their mysteries. Christine Liotta interviews novelist and art critic 
Frederic Tuten about his work, the relationship between text and 
image, and his most recent novel, Van Gogh's Bad Cafe. The novel 
is haunted by the imagery of Van Gogh’s artwork, which serves as 
a catalyst for investigating the great themes of love, longing, and 
the act of creation.



All of the writers featured in this issue of Global City Review, 
Every Picture Tells A Story, explore the mysterious intersection 
between images and words. Included are poets and fiction writ
ers, as well as image-makers like painters and photographers, 
and visual arts professionals such as critics, editors, and review
ers. Among the myriad interpretive facets addressed are altered 
states of artmaking, attempts to retrieve the past, and medita
tions on beauty and memory. Other writers describe a particular 
photograph or image as a legendary, infamous object, the key 
historical document of a past incident. Still others examine how 
the imagery of popular culture has distorted our perception of 
our bodies and our sense of our selves. We, the editors of this 
issue, hope that the works assembled here shed light on the often 
ambiguous, eternally fascinating relationships between pic
tures, words, and people.

A N G I E  A R G A B R I T E ,  R A C H E L  DE  N Y S ,  C H R I S T I N E  L I O T T A

Issue Editors



The Hidden Camera
by Diane Spodarek

S h e  w a l k s  a r o u n d  h e  r o o m  w i t h  h e r  h u s b a n d  

and child gone, as if a hidden camera documents her every move. 
Unlike her daughter, who is the same in her room whether she is 
there or not, she does not dance and laugh; and unlike her hus
band who is the same in his room, whether she is there or not, 
she does not watch television contentedly, her hand tucked into 
the waistband like a plug in a socket. No, she walks around her 
room with her husband and child gone as if  a hidden camera shot 
her every move.

... alone she does not know what to do, without doing it for others;

... alone she does not know what to do, without doing it with a 
purpose;

... alone she does not know what to do, without a monitor, without 
society's mirror, fixed in her mind.

She is alone but prepares a sandwich as if  a hidden camera is 
over her shoulder. She toasts the bread, cuts the vegetables and 
brushes away a piece of hair from her forehead in what she 
thinks, what she re-remembers, is a seductive gesture. She eats 
her sandwich at a small second-hand table and drinks a glass of 
beer as if  the camera sits in the other chair, documenting her 
every move.

The camera zooms in on a close-up of her hand picking up the 
napkin and pans up to her face where she dabs at the brown-deli 
mustard at the corner of her mouth. She lights a cigarette and
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blows the smoke from a memory of her mirrored-face, practic
ing it as a teen from a screen image. In a close-up, black and 
white fashion, she squashes out the cigarette, stands up from her 
chair and stiffly walks to the toilet, shoulders back, pushing out 
her breasts knowing the camera is following her, zooming in on 

her swaying ass.
She doesn’t close the bathroom door or turn on the light. It 

doesn’t occur to her, but it should, that the camera may be a low- 
light model as she masturbates. Moments later she sits in the 
dark where the camera cannot capture her rapture, so she thinks; 
or her thoughts, so she thinks in the dark. She lets her mind wan
der and roam in/out of familiar sights from other masturbation 
days, images of love, laughter and slaughter, and says out loud, 
"People are not lonely. They confuse loneliness with hormones.” 
But she dismisses this abrupt thought because it came from 
within herself. And then she remembers the hidden camera.

She comes out of the bathroom into the light, not sure where 
the camera is hidden and walks to the television as if there could 
be four cameras shooting her from every angle. She turns on the 
TV with the remote control as if  the camera zoomed in on her 
hand and panned up to her thigh, to her waist, her breasts and 
rested on her face. She sits in a large gray chair she found aban
doned on the street and pushes all the buttons with the mute 
intact and imagines her own voice now as the narrator, she is the 
voice over:

...she couldn't move, afraid to think, afraid the camera would!could 
document her thoughts.. .she was paralyzed because there was no moni
tor to assist her, to help her think... to help her react. Alone she did not 
know what to do, without doing it for others...

She is suddenly aware that she is thinking of herself in the

{2}
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third person and in the past tense. She thinks maybe the camera 
does know what she is thinking like when she was a child; she 
thought her father knew her every thought, she remembers 
thinking her father might be a god. “Take two,” she whispers in 
what she believes is her best Lauren Bacall voice.

She imagines the hidden camera documenting her watching 
TV and after watching multiple three-second rapid violent 
images brought to her via her ‘at home, editing, remote control 
device/ and Proctor & Gamble, General Electric, HBO and 
MTV, she shuts it off with a violent gesture. She jumps up from 
the chair, faints, and hits the floor, her legs spread, silk caressing 
her thigh, her arm outstretched holding the remote in one hand, 
for the camera. The phone rings. She is afraid it is a salesman 
who will disappoint her. The camera zooms in on the phone and 
then quickly pans to her face and she gives what she believes is 
her best ‘looking at a phone,’ look. Her pre-recorded voice says, 
“ leave a message;” in a tone she only uses for the phone and the 
camera zooms back to the black push-button phone. She hears a 
click and a dial tone. The camera pans back to her face for her 
reaction. Her eyes widen, her lips purse together from a mem
ory, a reflection of a twenty-foot close up of Greta Garbo, or Bar
bara Stanwyck, maybe it was Joan Crawford, or someone play
ing Joan Crawford, and raises herself from the floor.

Although she has not rented a movie she makes organic pop
corn. She is glad her daughter is not there to express her disap
pointment of not having butter for the popcorn. She smiles to 
herself shaking the pot, first with her left hand, then with her 
right, thinking about the best angle for her large but slender 
hands. She sits back on the gray chair with a larch clear bowl of 
salted popcorn in her lap and eats with one hand, chewing and

<3>
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licking in memory of how her face looks contorted while chew
ing from the time her father propped a small standing mirror in 
her face before her plate at the dinner table when she was ten. 
She wipes her hand on her black Levis, which only moments 
before she imagined as 1940s black and white silk, and franti
cally pushes the buttons on the remote.

She does not know what she should do without doing it for others.
She thinks about masturbating again but has had enough 

memory/violence for one evening. Suddenly, the cat jumps in 
her lap and she hears the familiar click of a key in the door. With 
the spell of the hidden camera broken and gone, she is now the 
hidden camera and watches the back of herself run into the bath
room, open the window and crawl out to the fire escape.

{4 }



Night Blooming 
in Paul Klee

by Margaret Holley

Again you 
wake in the dream:
blue dusk pools; twilight and midnight blue 

seep through your brush into
Night Flowers, 19 18 , from muddy fields and the seam
less dark of the war. Again you

dive through
the seen to the unseen, through the moonflower’s cream- 
white and ice-blue, iris and blackberry blue

to a beauty
deeper than dread (Franz Marc lying dead)

under Germany’s watchtowers in a moonbeam’s 
memory of sun. Again you

give us the true
world, its crystalline kingdom, uncurling 

of blue fern and the sleepy century plant’s 
rhizome recording faint pink, the first gleam 

of dawn in a restless violet greenblue

undersea jungle too
wild for words. And you, a poet,

naming your pictures after the sayable, 
make of the year’s unspeakable regime 

a seeded world. Not quite mortal, again you 
are silence blooming from nothing but indigo inkblot blue. 
(5)



To Ellinor, 1/7/97
by Robert Burr Bell

I have not kept up apparently, and
Dear friend, to date, the pictures with offspring
(All-as-they-are, fair looks, caught still, part-grand),
You've sent, their glint of kinfolk gathering,
Chums, arms 'round or seated before a lens,
Ebullient, deftly flashed upon, mock-tame,
Tucked here and about, flatter my loose ends,
Splinterings of drama not in a frame.
Just to their edge my breezy drummer comes,
Rattles his cans, whirring stick-ends, hard tears,
Draws through hand-cupped throbbing reeds, screeched-hums 
For a “Stars and Stripes,” barking down winds of years.
What withstands the jar, aperture or cap,
Where light, impaling darkness, comes to nap?

( 6}



Ziggy Picasso
by Tom Zuk

“ DO Y O U  M I N D  I F I C A L L  Y O U  O L G A ,  W E N D Y ? ” A S K E D  

Ziggy, his eyes directed to the drawing he was making, the sub
ject of which, a tall, thin, self-absorbed young woman, was sit
ting across the table from him.

“Not really,” she replied, her eyes roaming the room, her high 
singsong voice barely audible above the dull clatter of heavy 
plates and saucers tumbling over the inflections of the Spang- 
lish-accented directives in the acoustically lively coffee shop. 
“Call me Olga if it floats your boat. I don’t care. Whatever. I ’ve 
always wanted to change my name. Wendy is lik e ...I don’t 
know, too Peter Pan. I hate it. Don’t know about Olga, though.”

Ziggy was Picasso in a coffee shop on Sixth Avenue. A short 
time ago, he’d pulled a black rubber comb through his pomaded 
jet black hair until the waves relented and his mop lay smoothly 
to one side; he’d flared the rounded nostrils of his bulbous nose, 
narrowed his incongruously soft brown eyes, and glared at his 
reflection in the cracked mirror on the medicine chest. He’d 
compared this visage to the face staring at him from a photo
graph he’d torn from an old magazine, and had taped to the 
rough plaster by the mirror: Pablo Picasso at twenty-two, 
already in possession of his deadly gaze. “Not bad,” Ziggy had 
apprised the comparion, “not bad at all. I ’m coming along. If 
not for the shoulders, the h eigh t...” Z iggy ’s shoulders were

17)
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broader than Picasso’s, and he was taller. The Master had stood 
five feet three inches; for some unfathomable reason, God had 
made Ziggy to soar to five feet five inches. “The human race is 
forever reaching skyward,” he’d reminded himself. Had he been 
born in Picasso’s time, in all likelihood Ziggy would have been 
precious millimeters shorter, and so more like the Master.

Taking care not to muss his brilliantined hair, already in a 
state of rebellion, the waves returning, Ziggy had slipped a 
striped boatman’s jersey over his head, had placed himself into a 
tight-fitting motorcycle jacket, had tucked a pack of Gauloises 
into a pocket of his baggy pants, had jammed a pencil stub into 
the top of his left high-topped sneaker, had tucked a pad of draw
ing paper under his arm, and had left his Greenwich Village 
apartment for his rendezvous with the tall young lady he’d seen 
on the subway, and had followed, and had engaged in a street- 
corner conversation: the Olga/Wendy sitting across the table 
from him, her dancer’s muscles never resting from their stretches 
and contractions, her light hair spiraling into a braided bun.

In no time flat, less than five minutes, Z iggy had fallen into 
and out of love with his narcissistic new acquaintance; the draw
ing was all; to finish it before she departed.

“Tell me about dancing, Olga,” Ziggy played for time, shift
ing his gaze from the girl to the drawing that was coming to life 
on the paper. His pencil stub flew furiously, a hostage to his 
intense concentration.

Olga/Wendy grubbed another Gauloises from the pack on the 
table, put a match to it, exhaled blue smoke through her nose, 
and muttered: “Dance is, like, the greatest art form, Pabs; it 
really is. Like, it takes everything into account— things that 
happen to you, to your friends, stuff you find out in group ther

{8}
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apy, in your dreams— and it puts everything to music. All the 
movements I ’m talking Modern, okay? Not classical. I hate bal
let. Gives me the creeps.” Her eyes swept the room; she seemed 
to be losing patience.

“Olga, if we lived together, I ’d make paintings of you every 
day,” said Ziggy. The words seemed stillborn to his ears, com
pletely fraudulent. But Olga/Wendy heard what she wanted to 
hear, what she was accustomed to hearing: she laughed at the 
perceived compliment, and re-crossed her legs.

“Forget it, Pabsy. It ’s like, I can’t sit still. We speak with our 
bodies, you know. Dancers have to move.”

“You speak with your body, I speak with this,” he held up the 
stubby pencil. “You speak, I speak. Then we make love.”

Z iggy’s words gave Olga/Wendy a jolt; now she realized that 
she’d made a terrible mistake in having agreed to join the 
stunted so-called artist for a coffee. She thought he was cute and 
harmless. Wrong.

“No can do,” she said, uncrossing her long legs, standing up 
and hurriedly putting her long arms through the sleeves of her 
coat. “Have to save my energy. Late for class. Love your hair. 
Thanks for the java.”

“Goodbye, Olga, I ’ll never forget you!” Ziggy called to her. 
The student of the Dance, her walk that of a duck’s, didn’t turn 
to acknowledge his words of farewell; consequently, she had no 
way of knowing that the Picasso wanabee hadn’t looked up from 
his pad.

Quickly, before the memory of the dancer evaporated, Ziggy 
completed the sketch of Olga/Wendy. He paid for their two cups 
of coffee, and departed, the stub of a pencil jammed into the top 
of his left sneaker.

( 9 )
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As ever, Ziggy was broke: the tip on the table was minimal.

* * *

“The worst of it,” he told me, “she didn’t care about painting or 

drawing.”
Ziggy, his back resting against the wall, was sitting almost 

directly behind me on the floor of my studio. His arms were 
cradling his legs, his chin rested in the gulch between his knees. 
Despite that he gave the appearance of being lost in sadness from 
the dancer’s rejection, I sensed that, foxlike, he was watching my 
every stroke of the brush.

“Dancers live on another planet, Z ig ,” I volunteered. “Take it 
from me, I know what I ’m talking about. I used to date a balle
rina. Talk about narrow-minded.... They’re worse than painters. 
Almost in a league with sculptors. Stay away from dancers. 
Don’t go near them, Zig. They’ll eat you up and spit you out.”

“No more dancers, boss. I ’ve seen the light.”
I added a couple of strokes to my painting, then turned 

around to see for myself if Ziggy had spoken the truth. He’d dis
patched the gloom, all right: having removed his ever present 
pencil stub from his high-top sneaker, Ziggy was stretching out 
stomach-side down on the dusty floor, preparing to make a 
drawing on a scrap of paper lying just within reach of his hand.

At that point in time, the gnomelike young man who had 
introduced himself to me as Ziggy was a month or so into his 
obsession with Picasso. Repeat, obsession. The flattened hair, the 
level gaze, the boatman’s shirt, the Gauloises: they were the exter
nal manifestations of a fixation that Ziggy was intent upon pur
suing as deeply as possible into the Spaniard’s psyche. Speaking 
as one who has spent his life in the arts (a wasted life, my ex-wives

{ 1 0 }
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would say), I ’ve seen many a rookie become infatuated with a 
great artist from the past. (I myself.... Never mind.) According to 
my survey, the novice usually aligned himself with a romantic fig
ure— Gauguin, Van Gogh, Picasso— in inverse proportion to his 
talent. That’s to say, the more capable the student, the less likely 
was he to become a worshiper at the altar of a dead artist. And vice 
versa. Which was precisely the very thing that puzzled me about 
Ziggy, and caused me concern. I’d never seen a young man actu
ally attempt to become the Great Artist of his fantasy. But what was 
more diconcerting, Ziggy was gifted in the extreme. He could 
draw circles around me. And I draw pretty darned well.

“How long do you think you’ll continue in the role of 
Picasso?” I said, hoping my query had the ring of off-handed
ness about it.

“Forever,” said Ziggy. I could hear his pencil describing lines 
on the paper. “When I achieve complete understanding.”

“ He’s overrated, Z ig ,” I said softly, matter-of-factly. “Out
standing as he was, and he was outstanding, I respect him enor
mously, Picasso remains the most overrated painter of the cen
tury. We’ll get to him in class.”

“A ll right, boss, two things,” Z iggy wasn’t buying my 
appraisal. “First of all, he wasn’t overrated. One word: Cubism.”

“Depends in what regard you hold Cubism. But I ’ll give you 
the point. What else?”

“His life! He lived, man! Picasso didn’t waste time. He played 
until midnight, then got down to work. Slept real late. He 
wasn’t a studio painter. He was, but he wasn’t. He painted his 
autobiography, i f  you know what I mean. His whole life was 
research. Am I making sense?”

I made as i f  I was studying an area of the canvas, but all the

( i i )
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while I was asking myself if Z iggy’s remarks were an indictment 
of my conduct, my so-called lifestyle. "For an artist, you lead too 
dull a life,” he seemed to be saying, “you’re too content to make 
second-rate studio paintings, teach your classes, get drunk and 
pass out. Live, friend! Live!” He might be right. He was right! 
But it was my life, my paintings, my liver! Damned if I ’d yield 
to a pipsqueak.

“He was a chronic womanizer,” I tore into Picasso. “The man 
couldn’t keep his fly up.”

“My point exactly!” Ziggy replied, lifting his leg high over his 
back and sinking the tiny pencil into the pocket between his skin 
and the canvas of the sneaker. Reversing the dancelike move
ment, he rose to his feet, crossed to a utility cart overflowing with 
odds and ends, and added his drawing to them. “Painters need 
subject matter,” he lectured me as he walked to the door. “We 
can’t all paint still lifes, abstract or otherwise.” I heard the door 
close, felt the gentle wind it generated on its journey through its 
arc, strong enough to lift the paper from the cart, trifle with it, 
and gently deliver it to the floor between me and the cart. When I 
picked up the paper I saw... Surprise, a drawing made in the style 
of Picasso, his Blue Period. Ziggy had drawn himself as a sphere
shaped impresario in top hat; baton in hand, he was conducting 
me, an emaciated, sad-faced painter-saltimbanque working at my 
easel, a three-day growth on my face, a pot belly under my sweat
shirt. With a few strokes of his pencil, Ziggy had perceptively 
portrayed my work-in-progress— the most recent attempt in a 
thirty-five-year struggle to introduce elements of representation 
into Abstract Expressionism in such a way that the results please 
me. He doesn’t respect my work. To tell the truth....

* * *

{ 12}
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The university was gearing up for the fall semester when I first 
noticed the man I ’d come to know as Ziggy. I couldn’t avoid see
ing him, sitting as he was on the floor of a narrow aisle in the Art 
section of the N Y U  Bookstore, totally absorbed in the tomb he 
held across his lap (Picasso), ignoring completely the shoppers 
and browsers with their shopping lists and quizzical expres
sions, Z iggy compelling us to curse his soul as we made large 
steps over him and his pile of books. I saw him again the follow
ing day, and twice a week thereafter. The bugger was in my class! 
Ziggy always sat in the last row in the hall; he never raised his 
hand to make a point or to ask a question; he didn’t participate 
in discussions; he was the first to leave when class was over.

One fine autumn afternoon, class having ended, I was walk
ing back to my studio, strolling through Washington Square 
Park, contemplating a stop for a beer, when I spied him. He was 
sitting on the grass, drawing. I approached him from behind 
and cleared my throat. Ziggy wheeled.

“Who are you?” I said, towering over him, trying to appear to 
be angry.

For a split second the little man looked like the cat that swal
lowed the canary; in the next second he found his steel.

“Ziggy. Who are you?”
“You know who I am. We see each other twice a week. You 

turn in my ‘Art of the Century* lectures The last row. Last in, 
first out. You’re not enrolled, are you?”

“Let me tell you something,” he shot back, “you should be 
proud to have me in your class! I ’m the real goods.”

Indeed he was. Ziggy had made no effort to hide his drawing 
in progess. On the contrary, he was holding the pad in such a 
way that I could easily assess his rendering of a cityscape: two

(13 >
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junkies sitting with their ladies on a park bench; one of the 
women was holding to her chest a bedraggled lap dog. Next to 
them, unattached, was a guitarist, a man of color. (I saw his mod
els sitting twenty-odd feet away, smoking, nodding, bobbing, 
the dog panting. While I was watching, the guitarist got up and 
left.) This Ziggy drew the human figure better than I did, I who 
held that drawing well was the essential requirement for a visual 
artist, I who had... How many years did I have on him? Thirty? 
He struck me to be in his twenties. The miles were hard, how
ever.

O f his drawing, I said with absurd professorial correctness, 
arms folded against my chest as though I were attending an 
opening, “You convey a good sense of people whiling away their 
lives. What do you call it?”

“Throwaway.” Whereupon Ziggy tore the page from the pad 
and offered it to me. Something there was in the way he held out 
the drawing, the extended arm, its message of disdain— if he so 
desired, he could knock out drawings of this quality one after 
the other— that caused me to simultaneously loathe and respect 
him. “A bribe or a peace offering?” I wondered to myself. Who 
could tell?

“I ’m not going to blow the whistle on you,” I said to Ziggy, 
making no move to accept the drawing. He shrugged his shoul
ders, slipped the paper into his pad, looked around the park.

“Where did you study?” I asked him.
“USC.”
“California boy.”
“Don’t talk to me about surfing,” he said angrily.
“Come on, I ’ll buy you a beer, you can tell me about life on the 

West Coast.”
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“I don’t hang out with people who drink in the middle of the 
day.”

“One lousy beer!”
Thus a friendship was born. Several times a week Ziggy came 

to visit me at my studio. I painted while he made drawings; he 
helped me stretch canvases. I did most of the talking. Ziggy 
attended closely to my chatter; closely and silently. I f  he dis
agreed with an observation, or found it to be confusing, he 
didn’t let on. Days would pass before he offered a refutation. In 
the interim, he must have gone to the bookstore and sat in the 
aisle and read about the artist in question, whomever it hap
pened to be: Cezanne, Klee, Picasso. I admired Z iggy for his 
unwillingness to take everything I said as being the Gospel.

Like all artists, Z iggy was a translucent liar. O f his personal 
life, from scraps he doled out, I patched together (and later, as it 
were, deconstructed) the following hagiography: Z iggy had 
grown up in Los Angeles; his family was wealthy; he’d attended 
USC on an academic scholarship. But The Coast had bored him. 
Ziggy was contemptuous of the local art scene, and so at age 
twenty-six he decided to come to New York. His parents were 
under the impression that their son was doing graduate work at 
N Y U , and so sent him money for tuition and room and board. 
The joke was on them. Ziggy used the money to pay the rent on 
a tiny apartment, where he lived and worked, and to purchase 
supplies: canvas, stretchers, brushes, turpentine, gesso, oil 
paints (of which he had the good sense to use the best Dutch and 
French). Periodically, he reported to his parents that New York 
was marvelous, he’d made many friends, school was thrilling, he 
was learning a great deal, and his grades were excellent. They 
sent more money. That was his story.

H5»
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Having told a lie or two in my time, I'd have bet my last dol
lar that Ziggy was self-taught. There was no university polish 
on him. For which I salute the boy. Painters paint. Nor did I 
think that Ziggy came from Los Angeles. There’s East Coast in 
his accent, a certain Eastern cadence with which he strings his 
words together; and his thoughts, therefore. The New Jersey 
shore, would be my guess. As for the money in the family, where 
was it? Ziggy lived like a dog. He snuck into classes, he sat in 
the Bookstore and read books without buying them. There was 
no money. Love, maybe, but not a sou to spare for the potentially 
prodigal son who, I was fairly certain, padded his age. Ziggy was 
embarrassed at being so talented with his stub of a pencil, free to 
rise or fall in the world at such a tender age. The only absolute 
truth I discovered about him was ironic in the extreme: for all 
the inventiveness of his vita, there was no disputing Ziggy s 
integrity. He assumed greatness in the arts had to be earned, and 
to that end he pushed himself mercilessly, drawing and painting 
late into the night, long after I ’d drunk myself to sleep. His 
devotion to art impressed me enormously, and I forgave him all 
his lies, and hoped his family would do the same.

Halfway through the semester, Ziggy began to issue invita
tions for me to see his paintings. As casual as he made them to 
be (“One of these days you’ll have to come by and see my stuff’), 
both of us understood that one doesn’t ask a painter of some 
renown who is in a position to render assistance to view one’s 
work without considering the consequences. Fortunately, there 
was nothing of the craven careerist about Ziggy. (I have other 
students....) At length, with the caveat that I always speak my 
mind, I acquiesced to drop by and see his “stuff.’’ On a frigid 
December night I arrived at his apartment— a room and a half
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above a busy pizzeria. The kitchen was in the toilet, or vice versa. 
The heavy smells of turpentine and oregano mingled in the air.

Ziggy was nervous. I ’d brought a bottle of wine. He opened it 
for us, poured the cabernet into his grape jelly glassware, more 
for me than for him. We toasted ourselves, complimented the 
vintage, talked of the weather, of this and that. “But we can 
shoot the breeze any time, Z ig ,” I cut short the chitchat. “Let’s 
have a look/'

Ziggy took a painting from one of several stacks and turned it 
so that the painted side was toward us. He leaned it against the 
sofa (a street acquisition, no doubt), stood to the side and pro
vided a narrative: the painting’s title, when he’d painted it, why, 
the circumstances of his life at the time. I looked hard at the 
painting and sighed a secret sigh of relief: he painted as well as 
he drew!

One painting, another, another; in such a fashion we looked 
at approximately thirty of the artist’s canvases— all of them 
stretched, none of them framed. The first ten or so had been 
painted in the manner of the Fauvists. Ziggy— he must have for
gotten the story he’d given me about family money, USC— said 
he’d done them a couple of years ago, while living in a log cabin 
in Anchorage, working at a gas station to support himself.

“Good eye for color, Z ig ,’’ I ’d said to him, “good brushwork.” 
He hadn’t replied.

The next group of paintings were close to my heart. Like 
many an artist, Z iggy had gone prospecting in the mines of 
Abstract Expressionism. In my opinion, he’d struck a rich vein.

“You found the essence of it, Z ig, it seems to me.” He’d 
frowned.

The last group of paintings were not unified by a theme. O f
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those that I remember, a couple of them were Bacon-influenced. 
There were a few still lifes after Cezanne. Derivative or not, all of 
them were accomplished.

Silence reigned while Z iggy made neat stacks of his paint
ings. K illing the wine, I said to myself, “His technique is so 
good, I ’m frightened for him. He can paint whatever he likes, in 
any style. His trouble comes when he looks inward. — Ah, he’s a 
pup! At his age, I didn’t have a clear direction, either. Worse, I 
mistrusted my contemporaries who did.”

I noted that Ziggy had steered clear of geometric formalism. 
“No stripe painting for you, Z ig?”

“Stripes ain’t for someone like me, who’s got ants in his 
pants.”

“Your work is very good,” I said, collecting myself, preparing 
to leave. “ I ’m not disappointed in the least. I f  I were a collec
tor...”

Z iggy let fly an arrow straight to the core of his doubt: “So 
why am I wandering in the desert? Huh?”

“He knows!” thought I. “Excellent!” And to Ziggy:
“That’s what youth is for, my friend. Whoring after dancers, 

experimenting, dipping the nib into various beakers. You’ll be 
all right.”

“I can’t find an artistic argument that sustains me; I drift from 
one school to another, from style to style. It drives me nuts.” 

“How about the more modern stuff?”
“What, conceptual? Mixed media?”
“I see it in the windows of galleries.”
“Top-heavy with intellectual stuff. Clunky, all of it.”
“It sells.”
“Let it sell.”
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“God bless you, Z ig .”
“Picasso didn’t do mixed media. Okay, a few things. Collages, 

sculptures. Basically, he painted. A ll night, every night. He 
painted his autobiography.”

“As does every painter.”
“More. He was more everything. That was his weapon.” 
“Come on, I ’ll buy you a beer.”
“You drink too much.”
“And you just said more of everything is the way to greatness.” 
Without saying a word, Ziggy looked around in the mess for 

his motorcycle jacket. I knew why he hadn’t responded. It took a 
Picasso to be a Picasso, whom God had given the capacity for 
greatness. Ziggy didn’t want to hurt my feelings.

“Wait until you’re my age,” I said, playing the role of defeated 
middle-aged artist, this way disposing of the tension.

We had a couple of drinks at a gin mill on Bleecker Street. 
Ziggy mentioned Picasso a few more times.

* * *

“You’re beautiful, I love you, Marie-Therese— you don’t mind if 
I call you by that name, do you? I want us to live together. You 
will be my Muse! Yo! Slow down!”

Ziggy was jogging dangerously close to the parked cars on a 
busy two-way street that cut through Greenwich Village. Fifty 
paces in front of him trod Lorraine, a student of computer sci
ence, a fearless and formidable race-walker. Ziggy had met her 
at a poetry reading; they’d spoken twenty words to each other; 
and now, just moments ago, he’d caught a glimpse of her on the 
street, and had given chase. But this time Lorraine had no desire 
to talk with the little fellow in the black leather jacket and
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striped boatman’s shirt, his wavy black hair pressed to one side. 
Quite the opposite: bursts of steam shot from her mouth; her 
powerful thighs, ruddy from the cold, pumped like pistons, her 
backpack swayed left and right in rhythm with her strides. 
“Beat it, Pablo!’’ she shouted over her shoulder.

“A coffee!’’
“Find someone else to be your Muse!’’ she race-walked out of 

Ziggy’s life, “I ’m gay, you idiot!”
O f the people on the street who had heard the rebuke, only 

Ziggy was taken aback. Decelerating, the earnest homunculus 
came to a stop, negotiated the gray and yellow snow between 
two parked cars, leaned against a boutique’s window, and took 
his rest. His feet were cold in their high-top sneakers.

* * *

“ ‘I ’m gay, you idiot,” ’ I echoed his words. “That’s terrific, Z ig, 
breaks me up.”

“We aim to please.”
Ziggy as Pablo Picasso, with the Cubist’s hair, his trademark 

boatman’s jersey, his Gauloises, was perched on a stool in my 
studio. On and off, we’d been giving attention to a painting of 
mine, a work-in-progress that was causing me no small amount 
of grief. I was happy for the interruption. “Times have changed, 
Zig. Your Marie-Therese happened to be gay, but it’s my obser
vation that women these days have their own itineraries, they 
don’t give a hoot about playing the Muse to a man— be he a 
genius or not. That area of red on the left bothers me. Can’t seem 
to get it right.”

“I feel as if  I ’m out of step with my time,” Ziggy ignored my 
plight.

{ 20 }
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“Common malady,” I replied. “I ’m also afflicted.”
“Wish I ’d lived in Picasso’s time. He was lucky to have lived 

when he did. A perfect match of time and artist.”
“Picasso was ahead of his time, Z ig, in front of the curve, as 

we say these days. That’s why he’s in the books.”
“I don’t know if  I can live ahead of my time. That might be 

my failing as an artist. I worry about it. Time. Tick-tock.”
“You can do it, Zig. You became Picasso, you can become...” 
“Myself, eh? Well, I don’t wanna become myself. Z igg y ’s 

nothing; a jerk, a gnome from Atlantic City.”
“Ziggy can paint like a son of a bitch,” I tried to cheer him up, 

and said to myself, “Ciaoy Los Angeles.”
“I have a lot to learn.”
“Welcome aboard,” I said, and made a mark on the painting, 

and took a step back to study it. “Painters are never relieved of 
the heavy burden of self-enlightenment. The process is open- 
ended. All the way to the grave, if you’re lucky enough to retain 
your marbles. Or unlucky, depending on your disposition.”

“I think it ’s crucial for my progress as a painter to get under 
his skin,” Ziggy returned the conversation to his obsession. 
“Crawl inside his head, see what Picasso saw, the way he saw it.” 

“A question of degree, pal. How far do you go before your 
work becomes so derivative that you lose your own identity?” 

Ziggy wasn’t worried. “I ’m learning a lot from Picasso,” he 
said. “This morning I realized he was right: the only subjects 
worth painting are women and satyrs. An occasional satyr.”

“So much for my work.”
Ziggy looked long and hard at the painting, and finally 

allowed: “You’re cooking, boss. There,” he pointed, “ in the cen
ter, the shape of a woman’s torso. You must have met someone.
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She’s emitting sexual vibrations to you all the way across Lower 
Manhattan, embedding her spirit in your subconscious.”

‘‘As it happens, I did meet someone.”
“See?” he said, hopping off the stool. “You and Picasso: one 

and the same.”
“Oh, yes.”
“Leave the red, kill the green in the shadow near the belly 

button. Give the yellow some breathing room.” He departed.
In accordance with his suggestion, I painted out the green in 

the shadow on the torso of the woman that wasn’t. Z iggy was 
right: the area fell into harmony with its neighbors.

Suddenly I heard a ticking sound, like a hard rain striking my 
window, or hail, or pebbles. I walked to the window, raised it 
and leaned out. Z iggy was standing on the street below; he 
rubbed his hands together to clean them of gravel, cupped them 
to his mouth and shouted: “Come up to my place, I have new 
stuff to show you!”

Several nights hence I made my way to Z iggy ’s. He opened 
the door and I was struck dumb. The walls! Z iggy had trans
formed his atelier into a shrine to Pablo Picasso! Hardly a square 
inch of plaster remained that didn’t speak to a season of Picasso’s 
career: the exquisite drawings of pigeons he’d done as a youth, 
the bullfights, the saltimbanques, the Cubist configurations, the 
collages, the paintings of the celebrated men and women with 
whom he’d hobnobbed— Max Jacob, Apollinaire, Gertrude 
Stein, Cocteau— and the women with whom Picasso had had 
affairs or marriages: Fernande Olivier, Olga Koklova, Marie- 
Therese Walter, Dora Maar, Francoise Gilot, Jacqueline Roque. 
Here and there were plastic African carvings that Z iggy had 
purchased (or stolen: Ziggy told me he occasionally stole food
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from the supermarket). A large canvas rested on Z iggy ’s easel: 
his own study for “Les Demoiselles D ’Avignon.”

“Astonishing,” I muttered. It was all I could say.
Ziggy didn’t appreciate my reaction. “Its  not a tribute, if 

that’s what you’re thinking. It’s a means to an end.”
“What end, Z ig !” I ’d had enough of his idol worship. “To 

what degree? How far before Picasso destroys...before!... We’ve 
had this conversation.”

“You think I ’m crazy,” he said.
“Not crazy, wrong,” I answered sotto voce. “Z ig, I have no 

right to criticize your methods. For all I know, they’ll serve you 
better than mine have served me. That’s all I ’m going to say. 
Except that I hope you get what you need from Picasso before he 
hurts you. He had a habit of betraying his friends, you know.” 

“Boss, listen,” Ziggy fought back, “ just by drawing Cubist 
I’ve learned a lot! Not only do I know how to do it, even better, I 
got the feel of Cubism! I lived it!”

“Bravo.”
“It must have been incredible for Braque and Picasso. Like 

being the first men to walk on the moon.”
“Thanks for inviting me up, Ziggy. Hang in there. Now if 

you’ll excuse me...” I cleared my throat, a signal to those who 
know me that I was parched and could stand a drink.

“Ziggy’s turn to give advice: don’t live inside the myth of the 
hard-drinking artist. Lay off the booze.”

“My best years are ahead of me, Z iggy.” The words stuck in 
my throat.

* * *

“Stop calling me Dora,” demanded the young woman whose
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name was Dorothy, scanning the faces in the restaurant as 
though looking for someone she knew. “If  you keep it up, we 
wont have a relationship. — And stop staring at me!”

Ziggy leaned closer and whispered, “You’re very beautiful, 
Dora— I mean Dorothy; very beautiful. We’ve just met and 
already I love almost everything about you.’’

“Gimme a break,’’ she whined, and slithered in her chair. 
Dorothy, her ghostly pale face framed by long black hair, her 

hand-painted print skirt nearly reaching the floor, her pendant 
earrings jiggling: Dorothy, a fine arts major from Long Island, 
whose father was a cardiologist and whose mother painted still 
lifes with acrylic paint, Dorothy was five inches taller than the 
late Pablo Picasso, three inches taller, therefore, than the little 
man who always sat in the back of her enormously boring “Art 
of the Century’’ lecture, who frequently and persistently caught 
up with her in the corridor and asked if she’d like to join him for 
a coffee. She’d finally relented.

“And what do you mean by ‘almost everything’?” Belatedly it 
had dawned on her that she’d been insulted. “You said you like 
almost everything about me. Now I ’m paranoid.”

“I said ‘almost’ because I haven’t seen your work,” Ziggy 
explained. “Unless I see your paintings, there’s no way for me to 
know you’re talented. I ’m sure you are, though. I ’ll just bet you

ttare.
Simultaneous with Dorothy’s decision that this latter-day 

clone of Picasso would never see her paintings, she fixed her stare 
on a young doctor, his stethoscope peeking from his coat pocket 
like the first few inches of a snake.

“You can’t see my paintings,” she said to Ziggy. “They’re in 
storage on the Island. Mixed up with my mother’s paintings.”
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"Ah, so,” Ziggy replied.
"I have a good art vocabulary. That should tell you everything 

you need to know.”
"Vocabularies can be deceptive. Take art historians, for exam

ple, curators, lecturers. Powerful vocabularies, sure, but they 
can't paint a lick. No, Dora— Dorothy, excuse me— a fine col
lection of words isn’t proof that you’re an artist.”

"Proof,” Dorothy repeated disdainfully, her eyes locked like a 
missile’s tracking system on the young doctor.

Ziggy pulled his pencil stub from his sneaker, opened his pad 
to a clean sheet, and passed both items across the table to 
Dorothy. "Draw something,” he commanded. "Do it fast.”

Dorothy made a face of discontent and swept back her hair.
"I have to be in the right mood,” she announced, "which I ’m 

not. Okay?”
"Draw anything,” Ziggy insisted, “the coffee cup, the people 

sitting behind me, the umbrellas, the head of a minotaur—  
whatever moves you.” The restaurant’s decor and menu were 
Italian; diners, as though they were dining alfresco, sat under 
large umbrellas.

"I draw in drawing class,” Dorothy said imperiously, "that’s 
where I do my drawing.”

"Come up to my place and I ’ll show you what drawing is all 
about. We'll look at my paintings, then we’ll make love.”

Dorothy saw that, far across the restaurant, the doctor had 
paid his check and was making his exit. As he passed their table, 
she tried to catch his eye, but missed. In a fluid motion, Dorothy 
rose from her chair and tossed a dollar on the table, and followed 
the doctor from the restaurant. "A// revotr, Picasso,” she said over 
her shoulder.
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Ziggy made a study of Dora/Dorothy, rendered in the style of 
Picasso when he was a Cubist.

The bill made him wince. She’d had a cappuccino.

* * *

“She has a thing for doctors,” Ziggy said to me, wrapping up the 
retelling of his unpleasant interlude with the art student from 
Long Island.

“If it’s any comfort,” I answered, putting down my brush and 
turning in his direction, seeing him stretched out on my sofa, 
doodling in the margins of an old Popular Mechanics, “her exten
sive art vocabulary earned her a less than brilliant ‘C ’ on the last 
essay.”

“I knew she was a dunce.”
“Forget about her, Z ig , let’s talk about you and Picasso. I 

think you’ve contracted his Napoleon complex.”
“It ain’t so, my man!” Ziggy sprang to his feet. “Every tall 

person says that! It ain’t so! This has nothing to do with 
machismo! I would have expected you, of all people!— ”

“Give it up, Zig. Pack in the Picasso business.”
“No!” he exclaimed as he made for the door.
“Your business.”
I expected to hear the door open and close, but no. Ziggy, his 

hand on the doorknob, was studying the painting on the easel.
“The change has done you good,” he turned the knob. “I like 

what you’re doing. It has a lot of heart.” The door closed behind 
him.

“High praise, coming from you!” I called, hoping he’d heard. 
Ziggy had challenged me to go on the wagon. I hadn’t had a 
drink in a week.
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*  *  *

Night had fallen. December had brought freezing weather. 
Ziggy was walking back to his place, lost in thought, studying 
his exhalations, wondering if I ’d been wrong, if perhaps, as 
regarded the Picasso business, he’d gone over the top, when the 
following sequence of events occurred.

“My purse! My purse!’’ an unseen woman screamed in the 
darkness.

Ziggy ran in the direction from which the cry seemed to have 
originated. He flew around the corner and collided with a hood
lum. Both of them fell to the ground. The thief, a tall fellow, 
cursed Ziggy, let go of a woman’s purse, and ran away on his long 
legs.

Ziggy dusted himself off and picked up the purse— not a 
purse, exactly, a canvas shoulder bag. Soon the rightful owner 
appeared: a young lady, unharmed, but shaken by events. From 
the artist's point of view, she was quite interesting: her head 
arched forward from her neck like a carving on a galleon’s 
bowsprit; her nose was shaped like a bird’s beak.

Ziggy handed her the satchel. She looked through it. Keys, 
telephone numbers, money, wallet: everything was there. She 
thanked him.

“No problem, glad to be of help,” he said, stepping gingerly 
on his ankle, injured in the collision with the thief.

“Your ankle,” she said.
“Umh,” he groaned. Ziggy hated sympathy.
“Sit over here,” she directed him to a narrow ledge of an apart

ment building.”
Ziggy hobbled to the sliver of cold concrete and sat on it. She 

sat beside him. He took out his cigarettes.
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“Gauloises,” she observed. “So beautiful, everyone should 
carry a pack/’

Ziggy was doubly dazed, once from his encounter with an 
actual criminal, the pain in his ankle that served as proof of it, 
and again by the poetic acuteness of the girl’s perception.

An awkward moment arrived, Ziggy considered moving 
along, when she said to him, “With the Gauloises and the boat
man’s shirt, your hair to one side, you look like Picasso.”

“Keep it to yourself,” he answered. “I am the Master. Ziggy 
Picasso of New York. In a manner of speaking, natch. He’s dead, 
I ’m not.”

“No, you’re not. Can I give you a reward, Pablo?”
“You can buy me a cup of coffee.”
“Brandy, I think, is called for. I know a place. It ’s not far. 

Come, I ’ll help you walk.”
She directed them to a bar two blocks distant, a neighborhood 

place, filled with people who seemed to know one another. They 
sat in a booth.

The girl’s name was Francoise. She was born in Paris. On her 
father’s side she was Spanish. A revered grand-uncle had died in 
the Spanish Civil War. A photograph of Picasso’s “Guernica” 
had hung in her house. She’d come to New York as a child. At 
present she was a photography student at N Y U — here, smell 
the hypo on her fingers, “Permanent, I fear.” Francoise was 
twenty, and half an inch shorter than Ziggy Picasso. Never mind 
that she wasn’t a beauty, her eyes glowed with a scintillating 
intelligence, her smile was genuine. Best of all, right away she 
“connected” with the little man who saved her purse, who, as 
they spoke, was making a drawing of her with a tiny pencil on a 
napkin. She held her pose for him.
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They talked art, of course. Francoise mentioned an idea that 
had been taking shape in her mind for a series of photographs. 
Ziggy told her he admired the concept.

“My apartment is my studio,” she said. “The bathroom 
becomes the darkroom.”

“My bathroom becomes the kitchen,” said Ziggy, feeling 
sorry for himself.

“Naturally, you paint in the style of Picasso.”
“Style— yes, exactly. I ’m glad you put it that way, Francoise. 

It shows a great deal of sensitivity.”
“I adore Picasso. His Blue Period, most of all. And I told you 

about ‘Guernica.’”
“I have a lot of Picassos at my place. You wouldn’t be inter

ested in, uh?...”
“I would be delighted, Monsieur Picasso.”
Ziggy slipped his hand under the table and pinched his leg. 
" I ’d like to do a painting of you, Francoise. I f  you don’t 

mind.”
“And I would like to take pictures of you, Ziggy.”
“We can make biographies; you of me, me of you.”
“In the years to come, we can look at the pictures and laugh 

about the time when you were Picasso.”
“And you were Francoise.”
Francoise laughed.
Ziggy showed her the finished work on the napkin.
“You like?” he asked. “Chiaroscuro. That’s how Rembrandt 

worked.”
“My nose is awful. Yes, I like it, Pablo, I like it very much.” 
“Ziggy’s the name,” he said, giving her the napkin. “Keep it, 

there’s more where that came from.”

(29 (
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They fought over the check. “You get the next one,” he said. 
“And then you,” she relented, “and then me again. Like so.” 
Ziggy stuffed the pencil into the top of the sneaker that cra

dled his good ankle. Hobbling home, Francoise by his side, he 
felt as if he were floating several inches above the ground.



Salgado’s Two Men 
in a Sauna

by Scott Hightower

Two dark triangles: supportive elbow 
to supportive elbow. The pose evokes Michelangelo’s

Nightfall & Dawn or Nightfall and Day ;
only, here, in a Ukranian metallurgical workers’ sauna,

no broken marble plinth separates you.
One coy wrist. We’ve seen that groin touching before-

in countless Renaissance illuminations, lamentations, 
entombments, choreographies on marble graves.

The lifeless droop, expired or vital, 
renders a judgment

(the way a dead Christ on the cross 
averts his head from the bad thief).

Palpable reality fondled, taken in the hand, 
receives a wound. First wound,

first shedding of blood, the self-touching 
hand, the groin-searching hand;
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a cupping hand
points back to the beginning.

Whether the mother, the father, the living 
godhead, or the sovereign corpse itself; passion

mortally approaches perfection; 
likewise, here, in the casual gesture made

by one of two men 
framed in sanctified space.



Photograph and Clock 
at 8 P.M.

by Nicole Cuddeback

Its months since I caught myself between the alarm clock

and photo of that town tilting on cliffs that drop 
into the white border of the blue where objects are filed

to miles of sand. No waders along this line but here 
I catch myself. In the habit of my fingers, the six 
wayward hours I add to the clock to send me off

a survivor too far away from the beckoning, buckling 
shore. Two a.m. there now— darkness, mist, murmuring

water, lit brows of buildings, slope where I slept

with nightmares, tired when the pink mornings crumbled over 
cafes and hotels ascending in tiers that watch the sea.

Stones of the roads had distanced themselves from one 
another, bent upward as over something buried, waking.
I tripped on them often on that trip of ours

<3 3 >
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like feeling the sudden absence of the bed when falling 
to sleep. In last nights dream we walked again down

to boats sunk in deep ruts in the grit. I went

down to collect bits of pots and parlor floors broken 
by the water hitting the land; you said

Don’t— I’d ruin my shoes in that garbage. I did, but at least 
some of it is here with me now: cracked up tile and china plates, 
pieces of the unfathomable viewed alone like these once tossed

on the beach when the pounding had ended, quiet, drying

among the fishing boats and under foot, little shards

in my apartment. I tamper with the clock tonight 
so that it paddles it all in to me again like a private tide 
after having let me forget for a while how I am forgetting

you. In the clock circle enclosing all hours, the hands spread 
and clasp and spread across the face lined with such a measured

break-down of life. Beside it the framed

scrap of a time, teetering town, turquoise and pearly 
dream-laced water, arbitrary shoreline binding as it

separates but the seam hidden or not there at all outside of 
the idea

( 3 4 )
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of a place where two things meet and don’t become one, 
the idea of meeting buried under waves at a point that

doesn’t exist beyond its confusion of froth, clouds of sand and 
savage

beating of itself. If the photo were torn along this

crinkled ribbon between unfurled midnight skies of surf

and uncompromising cliff,
then placed back together, you would never

know the difference. The line will always spill
off the picture as it does, simply as a quilt rolls over itself
to the floor revealing

a strip of faded, graying lining, the color of a time 
confined to black and white. In the color photo it is the color

left out, receding, crashing back, caught here, and not.

<3 5 )



Untitled
by Linda Bradford

Before long I will take the wide silver
brush and chart passageways beyond the fathoms

of your mind, whatever you imagine, it is free.
It possesses me. And while I am musical, balancing

wingless on the very stillness of time, then 
it is the delicate weaving of wind and of device,

and while it endures, dancer dancing, I become 
this paint, and it is light.

{ 3 6 }



(my dear washi)
by Linda Bradford

Leaning weightless 
on the wall, slim bride, 
my bed of snow—  
cylinder, Cezanne would say, 
mute nun, the unimaginable 
in Mondrian.
Cool presence unwinding, 
you are the soul 
of running water, 
the sound of my pure color.

( 37)



Photograph of 
Frances Farmer

by Frazier Russell

The mangled language 
of her honey-blonde

hair is what I remember 
and the mouth like Belfast.

Frances in handcuffs, 
hauled drunk into the

police station late, 
her feet at the cameras

kicking. Light like the law 
on her face.

Fat night 
like a bass player

getting it right.

{ 38)



Photographs of 
Chester County 1 9 3 5

by Frazier Russell

Not the father and son 
walking hip-deep 

into the cotton fields 
with shotguns.

But dusk
a busted thing that abides

on the back of the water moccasin.

There is the world we are given 
and the one we learn to live in—

— sweet syllable of the soybean, 
word like a whump of wind—

{39}

Here is a red schoolhouse 
its ghost vocables 
deepening into evening;
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and a girl waiting by a fence
for her grandfather in a hat on horseback

in the slack wind of Christmas 
the back of Chester County broken.

Sweet Jesus, there is a river rising 
in all of us—

Even an inch of ant parts the grass—

U°>



Fragments:
A  Primer For Yearning

by Kevin Peter Quigley Phelan

But one is the hour of the dial,
and another that of changing air and sky,
and another yet again the heart's.

—  S a m u e l  B e c k e t t

A IS  F O R  A U T O M A T I C  P I L O T

During take offs and landings, I am struck by how closely cities 
and towns, with their well-planned grids and cul-de-sacs, 
resemble computer circuit boards. I sense a smallness that 
simultaneously disturbs and reassures me, and I reach for a hand 
in the empty aisle-seat next to mine.

Hundreds of people, however, sit around, behind, and in front 
of me. A dizzying array of haphazardly planned events have taken 
place to fashion this arrangement of dreams and passions, hopes 
and memories. We are wound together tightly in a steel knot of 
climate controlled staring at the backs of unfamiliar heads while 
we watch books and magazines with TV eyes. In a few hours we 
will once again be released, spiraling off into hundreds of wild 
trajectories, held in the sway of our own solitary narratives.

One generation is all it took for the view from above the
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clouds to become a cliche, which is why the window shades are 
down, and music pushes rhythms through earphones. With my 
fingers, I casually trace the faceless figures drawn in the airlines 
complimentary pamphlet pantomiming what to do in the event 
of an emergency. An emergency seems more suited to describe a 
grease fire, or a sprained wrist, not an inadvertent landing at sea. 
But my seat is a flotation device, and an oxygen mask will be 
released from a hidden compartment above my head if  there is a 
sudden loss of cabin pressure. I smile at the simple logic of tak
ing care of one s self before assisting small children or the dis
abled.

Soon, in the cockpit, the crew of pilots, co-pilots and naviga
tors will check several instruments, push buttons and flip 
switches, then fall asleep while our 747 crosses over nations, 
oceans and time zones.

H IS  F O R  H I S T O R Y

It was a time of heavy rains. Our bodies curled on the bed in the 
form of facing question marks, arms asleep under heavy weight, 
eyes alert.

“There is too much confusion,” she commented.
“Too little is worse.” I said.
“Why do you speak in epigrams?”
“I would much rather not speak at all.”
“But I disappear in your silence.”
“I ’m tired and ready for sleep.”
“First, tell me a story,” she breathed into me.
“I ll tell you of how I came to New York, as it has been told 

to me.”

(42 >
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My father's grandfather was an Irish gardener for a British Duke. 
He eloped with the Duke’s daughter. As a result of this secret marriage, 
they were exiled to Bettes Cove Mines, Newfoundland. They moved west 
by foot along the St. Lawrence River to Perth, Ontario. It took several 
months. One child died on the journey, and one child, my father’s father, 
was bom.

During World War I, my father’s father joined the Canadian A ir 
Force. No Irish need apply to the Officer Corps in the Army or Navy. 
They could only be enlisted men. An A ir Force pilot had a one in three 
chance of never returning each time they flew. Let the Micks k ill them
selves as Captains in the a ir instead of being killed as Privates on the 
land or at sea. My father’s father refused to salute any officer that wasn’t 
Irish, and often said this was worth the risk of death on each take off.

Between the Wars, he settled in Duluth, Minnesota, where he owned 
a coal mine. ‘Bum everything British but their coal, ’ he liked to say as a 
toast at Country Club functions.

As a child, my father read voraciously, and as a result, traveled the 
world as a young man, writing ‘poet’ as occupation on his visa at each 
border crossing. He kept a journal, and while in Paris, held poetry read
ings at Shakespeare and Co. with Allen Ginsberg. After reading On 
the Road, he settled in San Francisco, married, and named me, his first 
bom, ‘Neil. ’ He then forgot how to travel great distances, and instead 
crossed borders with language by trying to shape me into a writer. But 
words have never interested me. I ’m drawn to the sanctuary found in pro
longed silences, so I moved to New York City, a place where words with 
meaning are scattered sparsely.

I pulled a breath from a cigarette 1 forgot I had lit.
“I had a similar journey from Ireland,” she whispered, “but 

I’m trying to reject causality.” She rolled over, away from me, 
and cajoled sleep. I looked at the window where a steady stream
<4 3 )
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of rain coated the glass, forming amorphous cities, their routes 
chaotically mapped and unmapped on the clouded surface.

P I S  F O R  P O L I T I C A L  M O V E M E N T

She unraveled her self from me and stood unclothed in front of a 
mirror. I reached for her. She moved away. Perhaps to the shower, 
or perhaps to put the kettle on for tea. One body always in 
motion, the other inert. I tried to remember the textbook name 
of this physical law, but realized my observation was enough of a 
definition. Sometimes naming is too redundant. I watched her 
form trace a path across the hardwood floor and could only think 
‘Uncertainty Principle.’

She dressed and came to rest at the edge of the futon and 
unlaced a pair of sneakers, only to lace them again on her feet. I 
rose and went over to the computer. The screensaver displayed a 
wild dance of intersecting lines and colors folding in then releas
ing. I found it difficult not to infer some hidden meaning in this.

Later, we stood facing each other, a pair of rigid exclamation 
points.

“What will you achieve with your marches and chants?" I 
asked.

“I speak out and act against injustice: the English have bled 
my homeland since 1099. It must be brought to an end.”

"An Irish doctor during the 19 16  Rising removed a bullet 
from the side of Republican leader James Connolly. A short time 
later, Connolly was executed by an English firing squad.”

“Your point?”
“A triangle of conflicting principles is inevitable.”
“The Rising obtained Home Rule for most of Ireland. It ’s

(44)
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time to achieve the same for the six northern counties/' 
“Change,” I said, “should be personal, not political.”
She grabbed her rainbow-colored Guatemalan handbag, and 

in a flurry of scarves, scented oils and light, was gone.

B IS F O R  B L I N D  D A T E

The anticipation of a blind date is quite different than the actual 
event. After creating every possible positive and negative sce
nario, meeting places are met at, greetings and glances are 
exchanged, expectations fall short, and both parties settle into 
the nervous torpor of first encounters.

We decided to make it an egalitarian evening. Each would 
have a say in both dinner and after-dinner events. One would 
choose what to do, and the other would choose where to do it. 
For dinner, I said ‘Mexican' and she festively replied ‘I know just 
the place: The Caliente Cab Co.'

Inside the restaurant, the music of rap, rock and roll, and 
disco randomly rotated in a compact disc player behind the bar. 
I listened to her describe the process of buying the right kind of 
bindings for her new sleek and freshly waxed K2 skis. She spoke 
in depth about quick release, and how it related to her five foot 
four inch frame. “Buy for the skier you want to be not the skier 
you are,” she parabled before sloping away to another topic of 
discourse. I shrugged my shoulders with cool indifference, a ges
ture I learned as an insecure adolescent by mimicking my older 
brother at our grandmother's funeral. I wondered what manner
isms she developed in a similar fashion, or what pleasures and 
pains she carried beneath the smooth veneer of sociability. Life 
seemed to be an accumulation of physical movements and

(45)
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repeated phrases learned in response to life altering traumas.
The conversation moved to the recent newspaper accounts of 

the elections.
“Who did you vote for?” she asked.
“I don't vote.’’ I said. “Change should be personal, not politi

cal.” During coffee, Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen Spirit” segued 
into Bob Marley’s “Redemption Song.”

After dinner, she said “Let’s see a movie.”
“Now I know the perfect place.”
“Have you seen Gump?” There was no time allotted for a reply. 

“That was probably the best movie of the summer. O f course I 
haven’t seen The Client.” She paused briefly before adding “Yet.”

We wove our way east through Greenwich Village to Theatre 
80 for a Luis Bunuel double feature.

“I don’t like what Hollywood puts out, post-Polanski-exile, 
anyway. I ’m suspicious of movies like Gump that re-contextual- 
ize real historical moments in ways that make great masses of 
people nostalgic for a past that, in most circumstances, never 
existed in the first place.” She looked at me as though I had 
switched from English to some harsh sounding foreign tongue. 
“I guess I ’m just partial to older movies,” I tried to retreat, 
knowing I had already gone too far.

She thought the theater was cute, and our arms touched 
lightly on the armrests as darkness fell. Two minutes into An 
Andalusian Dog, however, we both knew sex was out of the ques
tion. The sight of a razor slicing open an eye made her hand 
withdraw from the armrest to cover her mouth. She slumped in 
the opposite corner of the seat for the rest of the movie. We did 
not stay for the second feature.

Outside, I tried to hide behind montage, and tell her it was

{46}
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only a sheep’s eye cut by the razor. She opined that a perverse 
meaninglessness pervaded the whole foreign affair, sliced eye 
or not.

“Well, it was nice meeting you,” she said as she walked off the 
curb, arm upright to hail a taxi. I started a sentence about get
ting together again, how everything needs a second chance, but 
was cut offby a screeching cab. “Good night,” she said, slipping 
quickly into the backseat, “and good luck.”

U IS F O R  U N R E Q U I T E D

It was all so false: the braced teeth, the fiber optic tales of for
ever-love, and the lies to our parents to set up late night ren
dezvous. I deceived us both by pretending to enjoy the whiskey 
you found in your father’s liquor cabinet, and the dark concealed 
my refusal to inhale the cigarettes you discovered in your 
mother’s purse. We acted out emotions borrowed from after
noon soap operas and evening melodramas. Awkwardness hung 
in the air like a conspiracy, and meaning dissolved from lan
guage as our voices created each other within the shy August 
breeze. When the hours fell apart, we returned to our homes 
smelling conspicuously of smoke, alcohol and youth. While 
most around me slept, I wrote in my journal long into the morn
ing’s rising light, expanding my vocabulary one letter at a time.

(4 7 )



American wing
by Stephen Mounkhall

This is not the manifest destiny we dreamed.
There is a knocking in a particular evening.
An ancient tide of monogamy orders in.
The surface falls 

Into the lake.

A trucker with movie villain eyes stalks 
Our circulating Corolla. Vermilion oil spills.
After disassembling his toy, the puzzled 
Boy shrank from footsteps in the hall.

Horse races breed like common events in my town 
And all the jockeys wore silk.
We distributed 
Raffle tickets at the door.
The winner need not be present to win.

A period piece shines.
Mobiles resuscitate the air.
Water and electricity mix in interlocking fields.
A retouched photograph from an earlier era sings in another 

opera.
Archives bulge in response to research and desire.
Cutting down on greasy foods, unaware of being filmed, 
Umbrellas chase a dog with no collar through the expurgated 

drizzle.
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Picture This:
An Interview with 
Frederic Tuten

by Christine Liotta

Guggenheim Fellow Frederic Tuten teaches in the graduate pro
gram in Literature and Creative Writing at the City College of 
New York. He has written extensively on art for such publications 
as Artforum, The New York Times, and Art in America. 
His newest novel, Van Goghs Bad Cafe (William Morrow & 
Company, 7997), is his fourth. This interview took place on May 
1 3, 7997 in New York City.

C H R I S T I N E  l i o t t a : What is the greatest problem facing lit
erature today?

F r e d e r i c  t u t e n : I've been thinking about that question a 
lot. I don't think there's a greatest problem or the greatest prob
lem. I think there are several problems that work together to 
create difficulties for serious writing. The obvious one is the 
competition with much more immediate, visceral entertain
ments. Television, movies, video games, things that people 
occupy themselves with for the point of entertainment, which, 
after all, fiction once proposed that it was. Serious fiction writ
ing, I hate to use that term because it's so elusive, but writing
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that is not necessarily entertainment or instructional is faced 
with these and other issues of the culture. Those are the imme
diate and mechanical problems but there are also deeper issues.

CL: Such as?

f t : For one thing we’re not speaking about a mass audience out 
there who reads the kind of interesting work that we’re talking 
about. Part of the problem is that there is a general sense of illit
eracy in the culture. People are barely literate, and illiteracy 
rates are going up. Even if you’re functionally literate it doesn’t 
mean you can read sophisticated texts. It doesn’t mean you have 
a sense of how to read a sophisticated poem or book. I don’t think 
universities are preparing us for that. I don’t think there’s a crit
ical arena that is preparing us for that. Hand in glove with that 
is the question of what kind of readership is there to promote a 
literature of consequence. And if  the readership isn’t sophisti
cated and enlightened then there’s a certain demise, I think, of 
the quality of work that is produced.

CL: What do y o u  mean b y  a critical arena?

FT: I mean a serious, interesting, beautiful, critical arena of lit
erary reflection. I don’t mean critical theory. I don’t mean his
tory of literature, I mean a critical arena of the kind that say 
R. P. Blackmore, Allen Tate, or Kenneth Burke represented. 
People who wrote about literature in such a way as to have a kind 
of fascinating correspondence to the literature itself and which 
elevated the notion of the literature. I don’t find that critical dis
course. I find lots of fashionable theory, but not attention to the 
works themselves. We need more of that.
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CL: That would be one solution. Are there others?

FT: If you intend for the culture to grow in any way that has 
meaning, I think you'd have to start at the very earliest level of 
reading and then develop that into a case for very interesting 
kinds of reading that you'd have to find in the high schools, col
leges, and universities. I've come across graduate students, I 
mean Ph.D. candidates in literature, whose education, whose 
general reading, whose general culture, is so thin, so weak, that 
it's lamentable. It wouldn't pass for what I would have once con
sidered a college education. So how can you have a sophisticated, 
enlightened— I hate to use those words— passionate readership 
without a ground that allows for that? I don't see it being 
allowed for in universities or in the cultural discourse.

CL: Do you see this as a particular problem for education in the 
United States or is it more widespread?

FT: I think it’s endemic. I saw it in France. There are pockets in 
France, in Paris I should say, that still have an appreciation of 
the kind of thing we're talking about, but I think it's dying out 
there, too. I think it's dying out in Europe with certain more 
resistance. There's a greater resistance perhaps in various coun
tries, some countries differ from others in that regard. But the 
French lament the quality of education. I'm sure there are peo
ple lamenting it all through Europe now. And it's not just the 
old fogy idea that you should keep Latin and Greek in the cur
riculum. It's the notion of serious, intense reading. A wide kind 
of reading, a deep kind of reading. I think that's gone.

CL: How does that compare to your education?

(5H
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f t : I ’m not sure if I ’m the last generation, but it feels like I am 
the last generation raised to believe that in the place of church, 
in the place of organized systematic religion, in the place of 
priests, in the place of nuns, in the place of all forms of organized 
transcendental activity, was art. Art was that. And that’s what a 
humanist culture meant. So that the museum, the library, the 
book, meant empowerment and transcendence. I don’t think we 
believe that now. I don’t think we believe much about anything 
now in that regard. The corollary to that is that maybe there was 
in every generation, certainly the generation that came through 
the 2os and 30s and 40s and 50s, that intelligentsia that 
believed that knowledge was power and that knowledge also 
brought beauty. Knowledge was a form of beauty. I think that 
kind of aesthetic is finished.

CL: H o w  d id  that happen?

FT: I think that the whole decrying of the canon has helped to 
destroy that, because we’ve replaced it with nothing else. So in 
some good and effective way you may have broken down the old 
edifice, a stodgy edifice. But what have you replaced it with? 
Confusion. There is nothing by way of replacement in the uni
versities that’s given dignity to the idea of what I ’m talking 
about; that’s given dignity to the idea of art in its widest para
meters— painting, music, poetry— as being a vital force in the 
everyday life of an educated person. Or any person who wishes to 
be educated, not necessarily formally educated. I find ourselves 
in a very sorry condition.

c l : In what form does that difference with your generation man
ifest itself most specifically?
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FT: I would say that I was raised at a time when people were mea
sured, in some broad way, by their education. Not by their 
money. I mean money was fine and wonderful and mostly every
one wanted that. But we would say about a person that “he or 
she was well read.” Do you hear that anymore? I don’t hear that 
anymore. But that was a priority, that was a cultural value. 
Someone was well read. And people were embarrassed if  they 
hadn’t read books that they thought they should have read. 
There was no common intelligent discourse if they weren’t read
ing those books or those poems. Only lack of fame and financial 
success embarrass anyone today.

CL: Does the notion of postmodernism fit into that context?

FT: I don’t know what postmodernism is. People have used the 
word millions of times in various ways. I certainly don’t know 
what it is. I f  what it means is that modernism— and I mean 
modernism represented by Picasso and Matisse and Leger in 
painting. And in literature by Gertrude Stein and Thomas 
Mann and James Joyce, let’s say, if that’s what modernism is, lit
erally speaking, everything that follows that moment, which 
lasted roughly between 1 905 and after the war was over. Every
thing that would have come after is postmodernist. But that’s 
not really the case.

I think that people speak about it in various ways because 
they don’t know what it really means. Some of what it means to 
me is that the original impetus of experimentation in the arts, 
that which gave us Surrealism, cubism, stream of consciousness 
in Joyce, all of that reached an apogee; it reached an end. Then 
there was a period of limbo, I would say, and then there was a 
recurrence of that impulse, but in a different way. It was using
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the materials of modernism and reusing them in some fashion, 
sometimes ironically. And I think that probably irony, if  any
thing, in my understanding of it, would be a great condition of 
postmodernism. Because the conditions as applied by mod
ernism, the premises of modernism, could not be held to any 
longer with a straight face.

CL: Self-consciousness, too, then comes into play.

f t : Yes. Postmodernism I would suggest is a certain form of self- 
consciousness and irony. The awareness of what’s being done and 
the reference to the past in that lens.

CL: H o w  does y o u r w o r k  relate to that tim elin e?

FT: I think that my first novel, The Adventures of Mao on the Long 
March, is a deliberate experimental work. I don’t know if I was a 
postmodernist. We didn’t even use those words in 19 7 1 when 
the book came out. I started the novel in 1968. But I did know 
that my impulse was to find a way to write a book that was not 
realist, that was not autobiographical, that was not psychologi
cal, that was not overtly political. I wanted to find a way of using 
literature of the past, and appropriate that literature to create a 
new work. That was a deliberate experimental ploy on my part. 
I had written other kinds of books, I had started another novel, 
which was very autobiographical, and I thought, I don’t want to 
bring myself into this world that way. I want to try something 
that’s very different and very fresh and very stimulating, I hope.

CL: What is experimental about that book?

f t : It’s a book made up almost entirely of quotations and some 
parodies, which I wrote, and a narrative spine about Mao Tse
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Tung’s Long March, which reads like a deadpan text. My intent 
was to make it as impersonal as possible and have personality 
show itself through the seams. But that was a very modernist 
idea. That was an idea that spoke to me through T. S. Eliot. A 
book made up of mosaic, a book made up fragments, as in The 
Waste Land, which was fragments cohering into a whole. I ’d 
hoped that the Mao book would be that. That was in ’7 1 . That’s 
a long time ago. My ambitions changed in that regard, though 
not my hope to keep the novel fresh.

CL: Appropriation is a very postmodern device that appears fre
quently in your novels.

FT: I don’t know if by postmodernist one would have to include 
the idea of appropriation, but sometimes I think it does express 
that. Certain painters, like David Salle I would say, do that. Peo
ple who take materials literally from outside the canvas and 
embed them in the canvas. Whether it’s a chair or another paint
ing or something like that, but the notion of appropriation has 
always interested me. And even in books that don’t seem that 
way, like Tallien: A Brief Romance, my novel about a young revo
lutionary who’s in love with an aristocrat, a true story by the 
way. I had the narrative structure there waiting for me. But even 
there I liked the idea of having Tallien come across a text and 
read this text as if it were something he found in a kind of maga
zine of the period, while what he is actually reading is a story by 
Washington Irving written at a later period. So there are certain 
things I liked appropriating there and playing with. In Tintin in 
the New World, I liked going back to the idea of quoting again 
and trying to insert them as surreptitiously as possible. So that 
there are plenty of moments in the book where you read a char
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acter's meditation on something and it comes from Emerson, or 
Hawthorne, or Melville.

CL: Are they quoted directly?

f t : Directly. I embed them in the book. So, for example, when 
the earth speaks to Tintin about Tintin's sorrow and loss of love, 
the speech comes from Emerson. It ’s an Emersonian speech, 
which I think is appropriate for a young man on his way toward 
transcendence, as that character is. Much of the theme and struc
ture of that book come from Hawthorne's Marble Faun. Tintin 
pushes Peeperkorn (the character from The Magic Mountain) over 
a cliff in jealousy about Clavdia, the woman he loves. When 
Tintin and Clavdia speak after the crime, those passages come 
from The Marble Faun. Because the situation is exactly as in The 
Marble Faun. The character in The Marble Faun throws his rival 
for the love of a woman over a cliff, and Tintin does the same 
thing. So there are things that I like playing with like that. And 
there are levels on which I like the allusions to work. Tm still 
interested in that.

c l : Must your readers be well read to understand these allusions?

FT: No. I think that with all works that succeed, if they succeed, 
they succeed on the primary level first. On the level of the narra
tive, the characters, the dialogue, the tension, the action— all of 
that. And then, if some savvy reader is interested in whats going 
on in the secondary level or subtext, I think it enhances the 
book. I think it gives the book greater staying power, it has 
greater magic, greater mystery. But it can only work that way on 
the secondary level. I think that books that are basically wise, 
intelligent experiments die if  that’s all they are. They may be
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interesting from a point of view of research, but they're not 
interesting from a point of view of fiction.

CL: What novels have mattered most to you?

FT: A question I've always wanted to have the chance to answer 
in print. Here’s an inventory off the top of my thoughts. Forgive 
me for omitting contemporary writers, that would be another 
consideration. Here goes: Tristram Shandy\ The Confidence Man; 
Moby Dick; The Blithdale Romance; The Bravo; The Marble Faun; 
The Narrative of A . Gordon Pym; Huck Finn; The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer, The Golden Bowl; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; 
The Count of Monte Cristo; The Three Musketeers, Twenty Years After; 
Great Expectations; Victory; Ester Waters; New Grub Street; The 
Magic Mountain; Ulysses; Remembrance of Things Past; Orlando; 
Candide; The Making of Americans; Journey to the End of the Night; 
The Barktree; Final Days; Scum; Tender is the Night; The Sun Also 
Rises; Pedro Paramo; Martin Eden; The Iron Heel; The Baron in the 
Trees; Man's Fate; Tropic of Capricorn; Tropic of Cancer; The Loser; 
The Big Sleep; Under the Volcano; The Third Policeman; The Idiot; 
Crime and Punishment; The Trial; The Castle; Don Quixote; Lolita; 
On the Road. I ’m sure there are many others I ’ve left out, but I 
would say these books, each in its own way, and as an accretion, 
have impressed themselves in my tissue if not in my memory.

CL: And what about painters?

FT : There are so many I love: Claude de Lorrain; Giotto and 
Lorenzetti, all the pre-Renaissance Italian artists; all the Dutch, 
up to Vincent and de Kooning; Fraggonard and Boucher and 
Poussin; Goya and Zurbaran— I can’t stand El Greco— most of 
the Renaissance Italians, pre-Hellenic Greeks, Gauguin, late
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Cezanne, Picasso, Matisse, Leger, Braque, De Chirico, Picabia, 
Kline, Pollock. I don’t like all the work of each artist, of course, 
so I ’m talking about this in a general way, an easy labeling.

C L: Can you give specific examples of how your background in 
the visual arts influenced your writing?

f t : Let’s say how it influenced my writing particular books, or 
how it influenced my situations in the books. In all the books 
there is always some discussion about art, or poetry. And in 
Tintin, for example, there’s a whole discussion about French Sec
ond Empire art, which is a pretty ugly art in some ways. But it 
was very highly valued at the time it was being produced, at the 
time of Napoleon II. And my interest was of someone proposing 
that the character Tintin, who’s a naif, have a formal education 
as part of his formation, the kind of formation that Hans Cas- 
torp would have gone through in The Magic Mountain, and, after 
all, Tintin really becomes the Hans Castorp character in this 
novel, Tintin in the New World. And that part of it was that I 
wanted Tintin to have an education in many ways: in love, in 
politics, and more. The discussion in the novel starts with the 
idea of art as commodity and as class representation. There’s an 
argument about that in the book because I think those are inter
esting things even to this moment. So that’s very specific. 
There’s a platonic notion— I’m not sure if  Tintin says it or comes 
to think of it— but finally, all high art, all beautiful art, all seri
ous art, is a platonic exercise and that it’s always transcendental. 
And it doesn’t matter what the subject matter is, whether 
they’re oranges or apples of Cezanne or the paintings of Van 
Gogh, if  they have certain kinds of constructions, they’re imper
ishable. In Tallien: A B rief Romance, because it’s a French Revo
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lutionary book, I'm very interested in the idea of what the 
French Revolutionary people were thinking about art. Their 
discussion spoke to me about the twentieth century. About 
socialism, about socialist conceptions of art, and the like. So the 
questions of who is art made for, who is it purchased by, what 
ends are there in the making of art to the community and soci
ety, those are the issues in Tallien that the characters speak about. 
They speak about giving up a kind of art that, in painting, 
would speak for the classes of the aristocrats and their interests, 
paintings of satyrs, nymphs, and the like, mythological subject 
matter that reflected court life. Art that represented state inter
ests. This is directly in the novel. I don’t want it to be didactic 
but it seems to me to be at the core of what happens in revolu
tions. When interests change by the dictates of who has power 
at the moment. And art changes. Those matters always fasci
nate me.

Perhaps what I am saying is too specific and too centered in 
the application of themes and situations in my fiction. There is 
something else I ’m yearning to say about the question in a 
broader way. A line in a drawing, a mark on a canvas has person
ality and does or does not have integrity, truth, even philoso
phy— the history of art can be in it. This is what makes one artist 
slick or commonplace and another exalted. I can’t prove how 
that works, or show anyone else how it works, but the idea is 
alive for me. A sentence may be read in this way, too.

c l : What about in the new book, Van Gogh's Bad Cafe?

FT: Well, above all, I love Van Gogh, his aesthetic and human 
morality. I wanted an argument between Van Gogh and his 
lover, Ursula, to be the argument where they both come to the
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same conclusion through different means: how one can make a 
vision of beauty that’s imperishable. And that’s without anec
dote, without biography, without mortality, so to speak. What 
kind of thing would you do to achieve that? So those are the 
interesting issues for me in art, in painting especially.

CL: Can that sort of imperishability also be the goal and realm of 
writers?

f t : O f course, but that is a futile ambition, however worthy the 
ambition. I think it’s more difficult in prose because I think the 
language decays more quickly, like Chaucer’s language or 
Shakespeare’s language. The words that we think will stay fixed 
in meaning forever change. Twenty-five years from now, words 
that were once, let’s say, heroic terms become ludicrous terms. 
So we can’t really rely on language to hold the fort, so to speak. 
Hemingway felt that way. Hemingway said that that was why 
he wanted to use very simple words that were Anglo-Saxon in 
their root and in their syntax, because they stayed the longest. 
But today I don’t think that even those things would hold 
because the English language changes so quickly and it has so 
many dynamic influences.

c l : S o y o u r in te re st in a rt m a y  be a w a y  to  g e t  c lo se r to  th e  

notion o f  the im p erish ab le?

FT: Yes. It is.

CL: There is often a sense of dislocation and reorientation in your 
novels. There are characters like Ursula who travel between cen
turies. Tintin has transcended his two-dimensional realm and 
become flesh and blood. Is this a technical means to an end, an
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effect, or is it an element in the layering that builds content into 
the work?

FT: All of those. Let me put it this way. Tintin, as you know, is a 
character from a Belgian comic strip by Herge, and there are 
characters that go with him on his adventures, his little dog 
Snowy, for instance, and Captain Haddock. And the other char
acters in the novel are from The Magic Mountain, basically, Naph
tha, Settembrini, Clavdia Chauchat, and Peeperkorn. And there’s 
one wholly invented character, the Peruvian army lieutenant 
who is basically a nationalist. For me, all those characters, 
whether they’re from the comic strip or The Magic Mountain, 
have a palpable reality. They’re as real as if they had been charac
ters I met in the street. The feeling for me as the writer was to 
make that as real to the people who are reading the book. It ’s 
inconsequential what the sources are. What matters only is what 
happens in the text, how you feel the characters, either they’re 
palpable to you, interesting to you or not. Whatever means you 
give them, whatever the sources were for your invention, it is 
inconsequential. Unless you’re there to make it a comic book, 
which was not my intention. I wanted to take these two-dimen
sional characters and give them life, I wanted them to have a cer
tain life that they had for me as a reader. That they had for me as a 
person reading about them and thinking about them and grow
ing up with them. Especially The Magic Mountain. So that’s one 
thing. And I think the other thing is, and this is something that 
I attribute to my relationship with Roy Lichtenstein, the painter. 
The subject matter doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter if  you’re 
using apples from a table that you’ve drawn directly from life or 
a life model or other paintings that you’re using as sources for
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your work, or a comic book. That doesn’t matter. The composi
tion of the work is what matters. What the wholeness of the work 
is, the harmony of the work. The freshness and the invention of 
the work. It's different in painting, perhaps, but that idea really 
moved me for a long time. To not be obliged to use the resources, 
the apparent resources, of realism. And to make a work indepen
dent of that and to make it as fresh as anything you could ask for 
in life, and to have it strike you as deeply as anything felt in life.

CL: Can it still have narrative content?

FT: For me, yes. That’s why even in my first book, The Adventures 
of Mao on the Long March, which was totally experimental, there 
was narrative content. It ’s as if  you’re talking about a totally 
abstract painting, whether it’s Franz Kline or Jackson Pollack, 
let’s just use those two cases. They’re wonderful, brilliant, and 
great artists. But I remember Roy [Lichtenstein] saying to me 
something about his own work. He said: “Sometimes I like to be 
enticed by something that I can see in the painting that I know 
represents something that I see in life.’’ That could be a comic 
strip character. I think we get tired somehow of pure abstrac
tion. I don’t know what that would be in writing anyway. But 
for me the equivalent of representation would be the narrative—  
the equivalent of that thing you see on a canvas that is represen
tational. That’s the narrative to me. I believe you have to have a 
story to tell.

c l : What was interesting for me, knowing The Magic Mountain 
and the cartoon character Tintin, was how easily I suspended my 
disbelief about the marriage of elements and characters from 
two different realities.
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FT: Edmund White reviewed the book in the Times. He never 
mentioned The Magic Mountain and I don’t know if he was aware 
of it. There was a letter sent to the Times the following week and it 
said: “Does Mr. White realize that these characters are from The 
Magic Mountain?1' He never answered. Now, either he didn’t want 
people to be frightened or think that if they haven’t read The 
Magic Mountain that they can’t read Tintin in the New World, or he 
wasn’t aware of it, or he didn’t think it was important. But clearly 
his discussion of the book talked about these characters as if they 
were characters anyone would have created before the Thomas 
Mann characters existed. And I was very touched by that. I 
thought that was wonderful. It spoke for the book. And I do hope, 
and I flatter myself to think that, in fact, one does not need any of 
the secondary sources to read that book. I think you just read it.

CL: When did you begin writing Van Gogh's Bad Cafe? Can you 
describe the circumstances of how that book came about?

FT: Van Gogh has been, and is at this moment, a very strong 
presence in my life. I feel about him the closest thing I can feel 
about loving a saintly person. I think that when we x-ray most 
of the lives of people who seem noble and saintly there’s always 
some kind of underbelly or horror or something you learn that’s 
sort of awful about the person. Which doesn’t detract from their 
work if you love the work anyway, but there’s nothing like that 
in Vincent, at least we so far don’t know.

His greatest enemy was himself. I f  he hurt anybody on this 
planet he hurt himself and only himself. Everything about his 
idea for art, everything about his mission for art, everything 
about his dedication to art is something I believe in and vener
ate. I can’t say that anywhere in my life I ’ve come even close to
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it, but the idea is there. And that means a certain kind of dedica
tion to the craft, a certain dedication to making beauty, and to 
making it for a great number of people. And not for an exclusive 
class of people. An art that really has transcendence, and that 
speaks to every person. So, Van Gogh, above all the artists. I love 
Cezanne as much in his art if not more sometimes, but the exam
ple of Vincent was immense to me and is immense to me, espe
cially in a time of such crass, ugly materialism. At a time, now, 
this moment as we’re talking, of such absolute vulgarity of sen
sibility, debasement of sensibility, debasement of fineness, 
which is there endemic in the whole culture.

c l : Van Gogh for you represents some sort of archetype?

FT: It seems that certain figures remain for us as examples of 
another kind of attitude toward art and life and Vincent Van 
Gogh is one of those for me. He’s not the only one but he’s cer
tainly the paramount figure. So to answer your earlier question 
of how this book came about, for one, he’s always been a pres
ence in my life ever since I was a young person. And as you have 
done yourself, I ’ve read everything I could possibly get hold of 
about him. When I was living in France I went to Auvers-sur- 
Oise where he committed suicide. I went there a few times and I 
went to the grave several times. There was a feeling about the 
place that was important to me when I came to do the book. But 
the immediate incident is a true story, hokey as it seems. I was in 
Bridgehampton riding a bicycle at dusk. I was riding across a 
wide open field, one of the rare few places left out there, it had 
just been mowed and there were crows flying all through the 
field. It was like a panoramic painting, like one of those three- 
dimensional scenes you see at the Museum of Natural History,
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you know, crows in a field in 3-D. And it was just like Van 
Gogh’s painting “Crows in the Wheatfield” that he did just 
before he died. I was so moved by the circling and crying of the 
crows, and the fear of it getting darker and darker so that I 
would not be able to see any more of the scene, and the sky a kind 
of slate blue— it was perfectly the painting come to life. The 
next day I went to the Bridgehampton library and took out a 
book on Van Gogh and found that the day I saw that, Ju ly  27, 
was the same date he had committed suicide. That was in 1988 
and I started writing it right away. I was writing the Tintin 
book, but already I started writing some notes and scenes about 
Van Gogh. And later the whole novel fell into place for me.

CL: How did the novel develop from that point?

f t : I always wondered, as many have wondered, why Vincent 
finally committed suicide. What was it that made him do it? I feel 
that it wasn’t about poverty, or fear that his brother was going to 
cut him off economically. I felt in my imagination that loss of love 
was the final thing that pushed him over. Somehow it came to me, 
as I had read so much about his love life, or lack of love life, his 
pathetic love life, that he would be so much in love with someone 
like himself but more idealistic even than himself. Someone pas
sionate enough to take him out of himself, who could take him 
from his solitariness and yank him out of it, so to speak, and bring 
him to some kind of life. And so I brought him to have someone 
to love, and someone to lose. So that I would understand better 
his killing himself. So that really is the sad heart of the book. I 
had the beginning and the end, and the rest just came. I worked 
on it for years, and then finally there was a burst of eight months 
when I worked on it day and night in a dream and just finished.
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C L: The image of the crows flying over the wheat field is a per
fect image to keep in mind for this next question. Your novels 
seem very romantic to me, if that’s not too much of a generaliza
tion. For me, it perfectly complements Van Gogh’s own roman
ticism. Both his landscapes and yours restore people to experi
ences they don’t know by name; they illuminate what it feels 
like to be alive in a certain place and time. What is romance and 
does it have something to do with the unconscious?

f t : The notion of romance as a way of thinking about literature 
had its place. It has a different place today, but I mean a place for 
serious writers like Nathaniel Hawthorne. One of his books 
called The Blithdale Romance, and another, The Marble Faun, is 
also called The Romance of Monte Beni. Hawthorne, who is a very 
important person to me, thinks about Romance in literature. 
Henry James thought about the Romance and speaks of it in 
terms of a balloon image. You’re in a balloon and you’re still 
strung to the earth but at a certain moment you’re aloft and you 
don’t know when that change has happened. It ’s as if  in fiction 
that is a Romance, you don’t know when the cord is cut between 
the time you’re on the earth and the time you’re in the clouds.

What interests me about it is the license you have not to be 
obliged to literalism, to facts, especially emotional facts. So, in 
one sense, I like the form because it allows me to have a character 
come across time, for instance. But the other part of romance that 
I like, emotional romance, is the intensity of romanticism. Of 
romanticism and its literature. Of romantic poets, and I include 
Melville in that group, even in books like Moby Dick, where you 
take mundane facts and details and press them to the point where 
they become something else. They transform and become some
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thing wonderful and wondrous and magical and strange and dif
ferent and exotic and beautiful. Those things interest me. For me, 
there has to be a truth and resonance in art and I think sometimes 
you can get that in a deeper way if you’re not obliged to the mun
dane facts of the here and now. I respond to a literature and art 
that leaves me feeling a little delirious when it’s over. Where the 
emotion of my daily life has somehow been transformed because 
of it, where I feel there’s an intensity of emotion that I wouldn’t 
have in ordinary life. That’s what I think the Romance and 
Romanticism is about and why I’m excited by it. Someone said to 
me about Van Gogh's Bad Cafe: “You know, everything about it is 
bleak. It’s about impossibility. His love for her is impossible. The 
kind of art she wants to make— she says she wants to photograph 
the light of impossibility— is impossible. Her coming across 
time is impossible. Her return back in time is impossible. Every
thing is about closure and impossibility.”

This person made me happy because she said that what isn't 
impossible is the novel’s prose. She said: “When I read the book 
I feel transported by the language of the book. And the language 
of the book tells me that there’s a reason to not commit suicide. 
The language of the book tells me that there’s a reason to love 
beauty.” That was the most important thing anyone could have 
said to me about the book.

CL: That in the face of so much impossibility there is hope?

FT: That in the face of impossibility there’s something called art, 
which makes our impossibilities less dire, less tragic, less hor
rific, less crushing. Somewhere there’s some elevation of being, 
and that’s the thing we humans have created to make beauty. I 
believe in beauty entirely. Not this stupid corruption of the idea
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of beauty in fashion magazines, but something so ineffable that 
you could find it in Van Goghs painting of a pair of shoes. You’d 
have to be blind and pretty obtuse not to understand that.

CL: The reason I mentioned the unconscious was because in the 
novel Tintin in the New World, a large section of it is written as a 
dream.

f t : But that’s not necessarily the unconscious. I ’m interested in 
the dream world and I’m interested in the unconscious in so far as 
unconscious imagery— imagery that’s not preordained or predi
gested— can be very fresh, as the Surrealists understood, although 
I think finally the Surrealists began to make a convention of it. It 
became dreary and tiresome and repetitious. But I think that to 
make a really interesting art, somewhere you have to be in touch 
with the unconscious. And that’s not to say you can’t be reason
able in the construction of a narrative or the creation of charac
ters, but somewhere there should be some allowance for that 
which is not rational, which comes from deep inside of you. It 
could be a metaphor or an image from your unconscious or it can 
come from your dream world. So many fresh and beautiful things 
that tell us so much come from those parts of our nonrational life. 
Much of our truth comes from that. So that fascinates me. The 
dream in Tintin is a bit different because it was the way in which I 
could have the two characters compress forty years of their life 
into one moment. Into a dream, the dream they share together. 
Their dream gives you the fullness of what would have happened 
in their relationship had they lived it.

c l : H o w  w o u ld  yo u  characterize yo u r style?

f t : I re a lly  d o n ’t k n o w . I w o u ld  say th a t m y  co n scio u s in te n 
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tions, not my unconscious intentions [laughter], my conscious 
intentions are— and its very clear to me that I try hard to do it—  
to make a language that is quick-paced, engaging, fresh, has 
momentum, has excitement, has coloration, has visual qualities 
so that you see the scene as you're reading it, has a certain kind 
of intense expressiveness, and that is crystal clear, while propos
ing that there might be other things underneath the surface of 
that clarity. Other ways of thinking and looking at the ingredi
ents of that sentence.

I like repetitions. A journalist once said to me: “You know, 
Mr. Tuten, I see that you've used the same word in a sentence 
twice.” And I had to laugh. And I said: “Yes, it's true.” And she 
said: “Haven’t we been told in school that we shouldn’t do that?” 
I said: “We were also told not to use prepositions at the end of a 
sentence, but sometimes they're very effective.” It’s all about the 
context, there’s no law for that.

Hemingway said once, the same Hemingway that everyone 
decries as the big dumb ox, the hunter, the sexist, and the rest, 
which he may well have been. Especially killing animals, I can’t 
forgive him too much for that. But he wasn’t such an insensitive 
and stupid ox at all, and one of the things he said about Cezanne 
has always interested me. He said how the planes in the paint
ings of Cezanne always spoke for another dimension. And Hem
ingway wanted very desperately to reach that other dimension, 
to have a fifth dimension. If he could understand how Cezanne 
did it he could try to replicate that in his writing.

CL: When writing is it more important to be faithful to memory 
or reality?

FT: All reality is governed by the memory of it, and I can’t imag
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ine that you would write about something without having to 
reimagine it, in any case, for any kind of writer— even the most 
hard-core realist writer has to imagine the things that are being 
rendered as much sometimes as the experience of them.

C L: H o w  do  y o u  see y o u r s e lf  in  th e  c o n te m p o r a ry  a rt w o rld  as 

w e ll as the co n tem p o rary w r itin g  scene?

FT: Well, I don’t know how I see myself in the contemporary art 
world because I don’t know if I have a place in the art world or 
ever did. I ’ve always written about artists I love and I ’ve been 
privileged to know some interesting, wonderful artists. And my 
feeling about writing about art is very much the feeling of some
one who wants to have other people look at what I believe is 
beautiful. I ’m not interested in being a critic in the sense of 
telling people this is a good painting, this is a bad painting. I 
would like to talk about art so that other people who read the 
piece will be interested in that art. The purpose is to encourage 
someone to look at the thing I love and value. I started review
ing in the 60s when I wrote on Rauschenberg, Oldenberg, 
Fahlstrom, and many others or trends. I ’ve done essays on Licht
enstein, I've written on David Salle, on Eric Fischl, I did at least 
two or three pieces on R. B. Kitaj very early on. All painters that 
in some way or another I ’ve always cared for, and continue to care 
for. But fundamentally they were personal ways of looking at the 
work. I wanted to say something about how I saw the work. But 
I ’m not interested in any other kind of discourse in the commu
nity. I ’m not interested in art theory.

I see a tradition for fiction writers to write about the art they 
love. Even Hemingway wrote a beautiful essay on the Spanish 
painter Miro, and there is always the great example of Gertrude
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Stein and her passion for art— and what it taught her. There 
have been writers who have really written about painters they 
love without a pretense at objectivity, or an attempt to analyze 
the work and its formal structures. It could be something like 
Walter Pater, even in his most ludicrous moments, writing 
about DaVinci. What youTe really doing is talking about the 
work as you've seen it and without any other pretensions of 
doing anything else.

C L: Your work often contains foreign images, references, and 
appropriations. Do you consider yourself an American writer 
and what constitutes American writing?

FT : T. S. Eliot appropriated literature from other countries, 
including the poetry of Dante and the Baghavad-Gita. Look at 
The Waste Land and you'll see that it’s a book made up of quota
tions and many of those quotations come from literary sources 
from the East as well as the West. I don't know if he’s any less an 
American or English poet because of it. I don't think it ’s the 
material you use that dictates that. I have also heavily quoted in 
all my books from Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, Melville, tons 
of stuff from American literature. I have a Ph.D. in Nineteenth- 
Century American Literature. I can safely say that before I fin
ished my doctorate I read every book by Melville, every book by 
Hawthorne, every poem by Whitman, every short story and 
poem by Poe. I knew American literature from the colonial 
period until Gertrude Stein and I knew it backwards and for
wards. I say all that to make the point that I ’m imbued with the 
American literary tradition, and I venerate our literature. I 
think we have a magnificent and extraordinary literature con
sidering how long we've existed as a country. It’s remarkable.

( 7 D
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CL: What then constitutes American writing?

f t : Paul Bowles writes The Sheltering Sky, which takes place in 
Morocco. He’s an American writer. Susan Sontag writes The Vol
cano Lover, which takes place in eighteenth-century Naples. 
She’s an American writer. Henry James is an American writer 
and a great many of his novels take place in Europe. Fitzgerald’s 
Tender is the Night is set in France, but it is about the collapse of 
American fineness. So what would constitute the American-ness 
of an American writer? Mark Twain writes about the Missis
sippi. I guess you’d say the locale is American, the smell of the 
boat and the river is American, the diction is American, Huck 
Finn’s speech is about as American as you could get of a certain 
class and time. I don’t know how I can answer that except to say 
that, for myself, I ’m not a European writer. And I ’m not an 
Asian writer. And I ’m not an African writer. From the point of 
view of cultural geography I would say that I ’m an American 
writer who often writes about subjects that take place in other 
locales. Eighteenth-century France in Tallien: A B rief Romance, 
twentieth-century Machu Picchu in Tintin, the journey of the 
Long March of Mao in China in the 1930s, and Van Gogh in 
Auvers-sur-Oise, and the Lower East Side of Manhattan in the 
1 990s. The Van Gogh book is probably the only book where 
sense of place, I mean America or New York, has the most power. 
Because I really also wanted to write a New York book. I wanted 
to write a book about where I ’ve lived for thirty-three years, 
down here on the Lower East Side. I wanted very much to write 
before it all changed entirely, something about this place and 
places I went to like DeRoberti’s coffee shop, like the library 
down the street with its wonderful old oak reading tables. I
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always wanted to write something about the feel of crossing the 
Brooklyn Bridge at night, all of that. So in that sense I would 
say above all that I ’m a New York writer, in that particular sense 
of the locale of this one book. It’s so difficult to prove, but I think 
all interesting writing transcends national boundary. It may be 
rooted in a particular culture but it goes beyond the culture.

C L: What is the essential difference between a painting and a 
book?

FT: I think that with a painting or a sculpture, what you have is 
the immediate object, and it is apprehended rather quickly. You 
may go over it many more times and see new things in it, but 
you have fundamentally seen the work. There’s a configuration, 
a gestalt that happens. That’s why it ’s always easier to have 
painter friends than it is to have writer friends. Because you go 
to the studio, you see the work, you love the work, you don’t love 
the work, you don’t have to spend hours reading the work. The 
dangerous thing about having friends who are writers and who 
you really care for is that when they send you their books, as a 
matter of courtesy, if nothing else, you’ve got to read the thing. 
And that means if you have ten friends who are writing books it 
takes forever. I ’m half joking about that. But reading a novel is 
more of a process. And it’s not just to get to the end, it’s not just 
to find out what happens. It ’s to savor it, line by line and word 
by word. So there’s a greater duration in that process than there 
is for seeing a painting. But paintings have other things that I 
love, like emotional compression and synthesis. And, of course, 
finally, you can look at a painting you love all of your life— but 
not every day, naturally.

(7 3 )
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c l : A s one reads Van Gogh's Bad Cafe, a certain transition occurs 
in the process: The imagery of Van Goghs paintings becomes a 
distant memory as one is carried through and embraced by the 
narrative. Is it paradoxical that the prose itself makes the paint
ings lose their clarity?

FT: Y ou  m ean does m y  prose replace his p a in tin g s?

CL: Yes.

f t : Would that it were so [laughter]. Not that I want to usurp 
him in any way, but the point is that if it worked well, the novel 
would have had a certain momentum and drive and suspense and 
continuum. But without it being too self-conscious or apparent, 
I wanted it to be something like a painting. I really wanted the 
imagery to be very strong. I really wanted to have the thing that 
it reminds you of very clear in your mind, whether its a field at 
dusk or a church that Ursula or Vincent pass by. That was very 
important to me. I can’t say I made them like tableaux vivant 
paintings but I could say that having looked at those paintings 
of his, how could I not want those paintings in some way to come 
back to life again in the text, in the prose? I don’t know what it 
brought me finally, but some people have said to me, “I see his 
paintings when I read the book.” And I thought, what paintings? 
Because there’s not one painting in the book, not one, except for 
a reminder of “Crows in a Wheatfield.” It ’s not like I ’m repro
ducing those paintings, it’s just the feeling of the paintings.

CL: I find th at Van Gogh's Bad Cafe, in bo th  its form  and its co n 

te n t, testifies to th e a r t is t ’s p u r s u it  o f  so m e th in g  m o re e lu siv e  

th an  th a t w h ic h  is on th e su rfa ce , th an  m ere lik en ess or re p re 

sentation.
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f t : It’s elusive because in the wish of the characters, in the life of 
the characters, and in what I hope is the life of the book, the pur
suit is for something that’s ineffable, like love. Like passion. Like 
beauty. Those are things that we just think about maybe exist
ing. But to feel that they exist and to live a life as i f  they exist, 
and to live a life in their existence is what I would hope this book 
makes palpable. I really want the feeling to come to someone 
that they’ve experienced something very intense and something 
mysterious. And passion is that thing. And love is that thing. 
And mystery of love is that thing. Loss of love is that thing. And 
the way in which Vincent, in my imagination, and Ursula, too, 
have given themselves to a reality other than the despicable, 
crude reality of every day, that there’s something in their life, in 
their fictional life anyway, that abolishes the commonplace. And 
even though they don’t trumpet this in the book, there’s some
thing noble about their life. Miserable as it is, sad as it is, drug- 
addicted as it is, to me they’re heroic and they’re beautiful. I 
wanted to pay a tribute to the spirit o f what they lived, what 
they meant, these characters of mine.

CL: What work interests you now?

f t : Something that’s so difficult and mysterious that even in the 
reaching for it, the trying, there’s something ennobling, whether 
it’s a painting or a poem or music. That’s what interests me.
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Night Triptych
by Peggy Garrison

Office At Night 
(Hopper 1940)

Working late,
the business-suited boss, 
the brunette secretary 
ail tits & ass—

her prolonged look from the filing cabinet: 
I ’m ready any time you are. (It feels 
so much like love.)

He’s at the desk
engrossed in a letter from his father 
begging him to give up 
the insurance business, 
move back to Kenosha 
and help run the store.

Fried hamburgers, 
urine—
July smells waft up through the window; 
he hears the whining voice of a beggar 
selling pencils for a penny apiece.
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A glance sideways— her name’s Rima;
he knows she’s there;
under that suit and buttoned collar
he’s sweating— there’s also the pregnant wife
to consider and a down payment
on a pillared house in Highland Park.

Enough!

That blue butt-crease is so inviting.
They’ll go around the comer
to Clancy’s for martinis
then back to the office—
this time he’ll take her from behind.

( 7 7 )
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Houses of Parliament at Night 
(after Derain)

Because they were sitting in their Grovesend 
Garden apartment reading Dickens to each other, they 
had no idea it was nighttime. The contrast of gold 
light and darkened windows, may have given them a 
passing sense of it, but it was as though both of them, 
she and he, were wrapped in a rubber slicker, a slicker 
that kept out the dampness, the hooting of ships on the 
river and that skinny mouse-like prostitute crossing the 
bridge in the distance.

But to be out in it is something else again, 
sitting on a shaky raft in the twilight, dampness 
suffusing my clothes and hair— and don’t let those 
lovely water-flecks mislead you. They’re as treacherous 
as splinters.

Bobbing toward that silent city, those buildings 
of purple stone, only the clock stands out like a hole 
in a hand that’s giving me the finger. (It could be the 
Statue of Liberty.) And around the bend, 40 years ago, 
sunset over Chicago.

Though there’s nowhere to dock, say I might 
manage to pull myself up like a worn-out swimmer hauling 
herself onto the pier. No lights. Maybe the place is 
haunted. If whispers were blankets, then I could stave 
off this chill.

{ 78 }
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Cafe Terrace at Night 

(Van Gogh)

This is not
the clean well-lighted place 
Hemingway writes of; 
the light is too garish, 
the dark, too shabby.
The brightness is definitely 
Paris,
the dark, a run-down section 
of Casablanca or Londres. 

Marguerite sits a table 

waiting for a man 
who’ll never show;
Simone and her drunk boyfriend 
are crossing the street.
Those shutters suggest heat; 
that tree suggests wind; 
still those big stars, 
like designs printed on a skirt, 
make everything here 
worthwhile.

( 7 9 >



Little People
by Nina Drooker

In the background of the Van Eyck and Van der Weyden 
paintings,

beyond the important rooms with the important figures, 
devout donors, bishops, chancellors, 
advisors to Kings, clad in brocade, 
beyond voluminous Mary, long hair rippling, 
wrapped in red robes
and holding naked baby Jesus, blessing all,
beyond Luke, the saintly artist
adoring and drawing the virgin’s portrait,
past the gleaming tiled floors and through arched porticoes,
stand the same daily folk.

Far back in the center of both pictures, 
these little people with backs to us 
peer over parapets to face the distant river, 
the busy city and curving countryscape.
Leaning forward,
the conversational lady with the white cowl and
her companion, long-robed,
the red-turbaned fellow with the tall stick
and his stooped friend looking over the battlement.
From their vantage, they don’t see heroes and 
holy births.

{ 80}
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They stand, crackling leaves beneath their feet, 
watching broad skies, reflections of houses on water, 
and little people hauling goods, making deals, 
stirring pots, tending fields 
and walking home across a bridge.

(81 \



The Art of Paul Gauguin
by J i l l  S. Rapaport

H I S  P A I N T I N G S  O F  T H E  P E A S A N T S  I N  T H E  F I E L D S  

of Provence were marked by the featurelessness of the faces—  
either they were posed with their backs to the viewer, or they 
stood in the distance, or the bright sun rendered their faces blurs 
of light, in an overexposed effect. Sometimes it was the sharp 
shadows cast by their white headcoverings in the strong south
ern sun that made it impossible to distinguish noses, eyebrows, 
profiles. These peasants had a collective identity, none smiled 
and none frowned, so there could be nothing in them with 
which to argue. Gauguin had silenced them for all time. Or had 
they silenced themselves?

Then he went to the South Seas. There he painted faces big, 
close, impassive. It was the colonially interpreted regard par 
excellence, although Gauguin felt himself a liberator. Only 
thing is, all he was liberating was himself. And, to some degree, 
twentieth-century art. He inscribed local messages upon the 
canvases as a way of saying to European spectators, “Keep out!” 
and at the same time, as he undoubtedly knew, luring them irre
sistibly.

Finally, he took on Christ of the Christians. Took him and 
remade him in the image of tropical flowers. He made him yel
low, green, chartreuse— a splash of blasphemy with the evening 
drink. He sank deep amid gardenias, grasses and lilies: The 
abounding prettiness of the frivolous, heathen island. He sanc
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tified the “savagery” of the primitive world, then watched with 
a cool bitterness, like peachpits, as the nonsavage world plotted 
its plunder, partly on account of the trail he had blazed, care
lessly, impulsively, aggressively, showering all “ innocents” with 
blighted ecstasy.

J I L L  S.  R A P A P O R T  • T H E  A R T  O F  P A U L  G A U G I N
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After the Apple
by J i l l  S. Rapaport

M O M  D R E S S E D  M E  I N A S H O R T ,  F R I N G E D  T U N I C  W I T H  

green leopard spots. I carried my purse of wild gray pony. My 
younger sister wore a blue, zebra-striped tunic. We went to the 
stone house of the ever-smiling aunt-godmother.

She was also a Rapaport but spelled differently. She smiled 
upon us with affection, as a Polaroid attests. Divine in her 
detachment, she seemed to rise from the surf, with a Pre- 
Raphaelite freshness, as she smiled at us her eternal smile, 
acquired, possibly, by the love of Italian madonnas in postcard 
reproductions. She was the one smiling from the perimeter 
when the vulture s tail went in the mouth, in the fashion of 
Freud. And she was the one who made it okay. To this day she 
smiled serenely, happily, a retired Jewish grandmother in 
Laguna Beach in a stone house with ramparts.

(Mom had met her in a pottery class, which came as a revela
tion to me, having labored since childhood under the impres
sion that she had neglected me because she was busy working.)

Auntie-godmother bought us cotton candy and took us each 
by the hand, without spoiling us or fostering in us an unseemly 
competition (as did, continually, our parents, by the mere fact of 
pretending they loved us both “equally”). Auntie godmother 
was entitled to love us both the same. She wasn’t “invested.” She 
was the fairy relation who could indulge us without strings, 
never having had so much as to diaper us, and, since we had
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never known the sweetness of grandmotherly love, Auntie-god
mother was a precious possession, represented for posterity by a 
shining statue in the reliquary of sentimental and confused 
memory.

We walked up the street, me in the foreground, my sister hur
rying to catch up, a smaller figure telescoped behind me, the 
aunt-godmother still further behind, an abstraction with a 
closed-mouth smile and heavily lidded eyes, one arm swinging 
forward so as to hang on to my sister’s hand. A milky mist 
obscured our bodies from the waist down, where the ancient 
snapshot camera overexposed in a way that could never happen 
today. We were photographed the same afternoon walking with 
our mother, both in our wild animal tunics and “pedal pushers” 
(3/4 length cotton play pants), the pony bag dangling goofily 
from my child-sized wrist.

Later, in front of the sprinkler system of somebody’s lawn, on 
a street of one-family modem ranch houses shaded by thin, just- 
planted trees, with auntie-godmother standing behind us, one 
of her graceful hands on my shoulder and the other on my sis
ter's, we had our last picture taken for the day.

Mom thinks I was born the troubled infanta who spoiled their 
Spanish honeymoon, that unhappiness is “nature, not nurture.”

Time was infinite then. There wasn’t anything that took too 
much time for time in the scooped-out valley in which every
body lived. It occurred to me now how distant that day was, a 
time when I wasn’t yet always in a hurry.

But now I sat spacing and thought about the things I had 
done this morning; I thought about the things I dreamed last 
night, the things I did a week ago, the things that happened a 
year ago, the friends I knew ten years ago, the way I had been

J I L L  S.  R A P A P O R T  • A F T E R  T H E  A P P L E
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twenty years ago, the way I remember the world thirty years ago, 
the way my parents were and the way they were before they were 
like that, the relative youth of the people of 1910, of 1890, the 
surprising shallowness of dug-up treasure maps and bones from 
1830, the amazing freshness of the French Revolution, the 
unbelievably approachable Dark Ages, the dew on Charle
magne, the closeness of Leif Ericsson, the fur on the wrists of 
Lucy the oldest woman, the slime of the creatures who first sub
divided, and the dust from the Big Bang.

We “fled” the midwest when I was just about to become nine 
and my sister was five and a half. We drove east in a secondhand 
’53 Cadillac, crossing darker, grimmer states till finally we got 
to the George Washington Bridge, rolled over it and into the 
enveloping darkness of New York City. Into the City we must 
go, huge structures, overpasses, towers and ramps dwarfing any
thing I had seen.

I forgot about the sun on the rusty hair of the aunt-god- 
mother. I submerged myself in stone shadows that curled up the 
side of every building, down the top of every monument. Years 
went by while I slept in the gathering darkness of New York and 
its eastern shadiness.

One day I saw a Wisconsin bluejay on the branch of a tree and 
the worms in the shot started squirming in good health, the bet
ter to make the bird dive at them.



Reading the 
Riwoche Horse

by Indran Amirthanayagum

I read today with you
of discoveries lately
on the other side, what
Hubble tells us while
we sleep, the Stone Age
beast picked up by some parka’d
mountain climber who happened upon
in a cold and calm Tibetan valley,
undisturbed’s the word, the Riwoche Horse.

Speculations over breakfast 
of how these animals avoided 
the other side of i6,ooo-foot 
mountains

how through ice 
they did not pass

now they are here before us 
eating valley grasses 
in the newspaper, lassoed 
on camera by villagers 
for rides, released
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as is custom, blood 
samples in museums, 
a few sturdy examples in zoos

on the strength of foreign exchange 
(and preservation of native practices) 
the Riwoche Horse on tour

far away from its ancient companions 
who did not bother to cross 
the i6,ooo-foot mountains.
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Menage a Trois
after Egon Schiele 

by S. K. D uff

He never painted stills of ripened peaches, 
rotting pears. Instead, his animus lies 
spread eagle, splayed open with a palette knife, 
exposing seed and pit to the affluent of Vienna. 
The canvases before him compulsively 
scrubbed, stripping the feminine flesh 
of his subjects like flea market finds. 
Subordinate puppets on paper 
with vaginal lips open upon demand.

Autopsies of these oils would reveal 
dirty secrets hiding in the treasured 
caves. Fingers fondle slits panning 
for gold, as our eyes look into 
the intimate geometry: the triangles 
of Klimt-kissed snatch, perfect circles, 
milk white with stippled eyes red as demons.
A menage a trois of melancholy 
and model linger in cotton sheets.

( 89)

His studio, filled with Europe’s greatest 
collection of Japanese pornography: 
women able to be fan-folded away
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at whim. A voyeurs gem-like eyes
once watched a society maiden across the way
as she nibbled cherries plucked from stems.
A marionette on-stage: she waved, curtseyed, 
and powdered her bosom to his delight, 
as he sipped champagne, petted testicles,

and howled at the moon. While the woman 
who brought him both oranges in prison 
and eclipses of fruit on china 
within studio walls would not remain 
the center of his work. The exotic fruit 
seen from the window like pastry 
under glass would become the artist s 
model wife. “For the simple reason that 
lam a man— I shall be the fruit

which, once it has rotted\ leaves.
In a looting of bodies, Spanish Influenza 
picked her ripe.... Three years married, 
six months pregnant. His perfect wife 
joined the whore-filled streets of Vienna. 
...Carried in a half moon of white cotton, 
ham mocked by two constables fearful of 
touch, her lips still parted for a husband s 
kiss. The kiss of death, just that.

♦quote from Egon Schiele
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Ukiyo-e*
byS. K. D uff

Harbingers of transience 
light the backyard at our end- 

of-summer cotillion. Over a Sunday 
table the luminescence of false moons mock 

the forthcoming, as they softly guide twilight down 
into black: air traffic controllers of chiaroscuro. Perhaps 

These lamps are stray suns in a solar system of votives. Bees 
-wax gives simple spheres an existence beyond the physical. 

One globe falls ignited, burned by its own ardor. Abruptly com
busted in the presence of guests. A host is humiliated by its ab
breviated stay, bearing the shame of a sun burned out in public. 
The others, well behaved, continue to bob in a river of celestial 
glitter. Their paper skins hold fire for as long as they are able. 

The extinguished luminary, stamped out in a fiery crash 
bums the psyche of invitees for days to come; though 

the unwritten rules of Japanese art say that 
paper lanterns cast no shadows.

* Known as pictures of the floating world, ukiyo-e defines the 
woodcuts of Japan from the 17 th to the 19th centuries.
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Watercolor Fish
by Lindsay Ahl

M A T T  R A N  A S C R E W D R I V E R  A L O N G  T H E  E D G E  O F  T H E  

kitchen window, trying to cut open the seam where it had been 
painted shut. I was back in his closet, supposedly looking for the 
crowbar. But behind his coats and shirts, I found canvases—  
rolled, stretched, stuffed in bunches. And on the shelves were 
jars of brushes, linseed oil, and photo paper, all resting beside 
his sweaters and sheets.

I reached without looking and extracted one canvas. When 
straightened, it was as wide as both of my open arms holding it 
before me, and reached to my feet. It was an oil painting, but the 
oil had been thinned to be almost transparent, like watercolors. 
Most of the color on the canvas seemed to move upwards, shafts 
of turquoise water twisted around the swimmer’s body.

Matt curved his body around the closet door and I whipped 
the canvas behind me.

“Where’s the crowbar?” he asked.
“I couldn’t find it.”
“What are you doing?”
“Nothing... just looking at your stuff.”
“The crowbar’s in this box, like I told you,” he said, and 

plummeted through suits I had never seen, digging deep into 
the closet, until I heard him untangling steel as he loosened the 
crowbar and heaved it out ahead of himself.

I carefully laid the canvas flat out on his bed.
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“What are you doing?” He had finished with the window and 
threw the crowbar past my elbow onto the water blue canvas. 

“Looking at it.”
“Quit.”
“Why?”
“Because.”
“If you have no reason,” I said slowly, almost shaking as I rec

ognized the swimming figure, “ let me look.”
He was irritated and returned to the kitchen. I continued 

looking at the painting; it showed a swimmer, her face out of the 
water, her legs in motion, her face determined and somehow 
fierce, as the water bowed over her body. I could feel the coldness 
of the water falling towards my feet when someone knocked on 
the door.

“Yeah,” Matt yelled. He never locked his door.
“Its  me,” Marianne entered, shaking her dark hair and step

ping lightly on high-heeled boots.
The swimmer seemed to look upwards as I moved, into the 

small of the sky, as if waiting for the moment.
Marianne had Matt against the wall and they were kissing. 

His hands reached under her skirt.
“Mom,” I said, because of the long wavy hair.
“No,” Matt said, hesitating, wiping his mouth.
I knew from his eyes that he was lying, but I didn’t care. Since 

our mother died, I had been staying in Matt’s New York studio 
apartment. I had gotten into the habit of leaving when Marianne 
came over, but I didn’t feel like leaving now. Marianne looked at 
the canvas and turned to him, “Since when do you paint?”

“You both forget. I don’t paint,” he said.
Matt had always painted. From the time I can remember, I was
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watching him paint, until the past year or so, when he had taken 
up commercial photography. It made me mad, both because he 
had a destiny, a plan for his life, and I didn’t, and because he was 
blowing it, trying to make money with photography.

Marianne walked over and looked at the painting.
“ Watercolor F ish ” she read, inspecting the corner. “When do 

you paint?” She looked at him a little puzzled.
I walked into the closet to distract myself and took out three 

more canvases. I opened them onto the bed.
“Stop it,” Matt grabbed my arm, his voice close.
“Let’s go,” he motioned to Marianne, then to me, “Come on, 

you can eat with us.”
“You’re kidding me,” Marianne said, rolling her eyes.
“Whatever, let's g o ” Matt swung open the door.
I was savagely opening other canvases.
“I didn’t mean it. O f course you can eat with us,” Marianne 

said, “it’s just that I see Matt so seldom these days.”
I had covered the bed with five or six more canvases, none of 

mom. I took the original out from underneath the others and 
laid it out flat. I was shaking.

The painting was from the perspective of a lifeguard chair, 
looking down onto the beach. The central figure swam with a 
precision of movement and speed, and we could see her even 
under the water, one arm up, the other back, breaking through 
the cool water.

“This is a lie,” I said, “Her oneness with the water, her lack of 
conflict....”

“No,” Matt said from the doorway.
I paused. The painting showed my mother at peace, it showed 

that she knew the water as well as she knew anything.
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“You knew,” I insisted, “even the title shows you knew.” I had 
seen her swim from that perspective a hundred times, and she 
had always had a languid derision, even as she swam.

“It’s her,” I yelled at him. “You knew she would do it and you 
didn’t stop her.”

Matt was out the door. Marianne turned and looked at me for 
a minute.

“You shouldn’t be looking at his stuff,” she said, “besides, he’s 
a photographer.”

“He sucks as a photographer,” I yelled back at her.
I stood for several seconds, staring at the door, afraid to look 

down.
Finally, I walked over and locked the door. I sat on the bed 

with the tarnished and worn brass posts rising up on four sides 
of me and unfolded about forty canvases. There were a few more 
of mom, but I had seen them years ago. The color and motion of 
the paint felt like a drug. I opened the window wide and swished 
my bare legs over the cool sheets and under the rough creamy 
canvases, inhaling their smell, their insight, their abandon.

The silent violence of her body was right there, on canvas. I 
wrapped my mother’s swimming body over mine and stretched 
my arms out on the sheets that smelled like Matt, and thought 
that I would never move from this perfect spot.

Mom swam at six a.m. every morning. She was in the middle of the 
lake before I knew it, her arms flashing up, leaving a small wake, 
swimming faster than I ’d ever seen anyone. I would inhale the pine 
smell and cool lake air and sit in the lifeguard chair, watching her. 
She was depressed after our father died in a small plane over 
Ecuador, and I was staying with her, to keep her company.
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Matt and Marianne were around sometimes, they would 
make love in the forest just out of sight.

My mother slipped out of the house on a Wednesday night. I 
was out with a friend, and when I returned home around one 
a.m., the porch light was on, mom’s bedroom light was out, and 
I assumed that she was asleep.

The police called me at 7:35 the next morning. She had been 
swimming back and forth across the lake all night long.

It was like a dream, my mother’s body in the morning light, 
wet against the sand, an oddly iridescent lilac blue, like a fish, 
her dark hair shining like algae.

I sat alone on the kitchen counter all day, remembering things 
she had told me.

“See how the water changes colors every minute,” she whis
pered, but I was not listening because I didn’t want to know. 
"The water has a whole life of its own. The rocks wrinkle under 
the water like skin,” she continued.

Matt wasn’t home when I called, but he drove up in a rental 
car that afternoon. His tires crunched on the driveway, a thick, 
caught sound. He stepped out of the car and came over to me, 
leading me away from the porch.

“You’re white,” he said.
“Invisible,” I answered, not remembering his voice but recall

ing his stance and his mouth, which did not move as he spoke.
“Not exactly. You alright?”
Matt’s eyes edged through the air like a scythe, cutting 

through the house. He stepped around me and went inside. I 
could hear him talking on the phone.

“She called me two nights ago,” Matt was yelling from the 
living room out the door to the porch. “She told me the lake is
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beautiful at night. Moon-drenched, I think she said, I remember 
because it was a weird thing for her to say.”

“I would have used a gun,” I yelled over my shoulder.
Matt’s silhouette filled the door frame for a second and then 

he was on the porch. He gave me that look he sometimes gives, 
long and wondering.

“That’s not as peaceful. You know she loved the water.”
He didn’t wait for my answer. He leapt back into the house, 

running up the stairs.
The summer after our father died, Matt and I took turns stay

ing with her. She looked at me strangely as she wandered around, 
quiet and austere. Our mother, with thin fingers and modern 
skirts, lifted our father’s books and clothes and carried them 
around the house, placing them next to her on the piano bench as 
she sat, not moving. She did not say much to me, but when Matt 
arrived they would talk in the dining room until late. Between 
the unpredictable intervals of deafening crickets, I could hear the 
muffled sounds of their voices. I had wanted to leave, but Matt 
whispered no— she did not look at me strangely, she did not look 
at all. I wanted to escape anyway but he would breathe soft, and 
tell me to wait. I would look out at the backyard where tangled 
ruinous branches swung above the river and Matt touched my 
arm and leaned on me sweet breathing slow and forlorn.

Matt wore black jeans and a dark gray T-shirt to her funeral. I 
put on tight black lace, and twisted my long hair down my back.

The guests swarmed the grave site like black ants. But I 
strolled under the trees in the background, my scarf swelling 
and crashing into me.

“She loved you. I know she did,” Matt passed by, mumbling 
to me. He said it because he knows I'm not convinced.
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Matt relocated before I thought of anything to say. The 
funeral ended suddenly when everyone turned away, fleeing in 
the dark vans and white limousines. I hid behind a column as 
the cars eased slowly away down the long driveway. The yard 
opened; even the diggers had gone, and in the deserted space, I 
knelt along the mound, closing my eyes. I ran the back of my 
hand along the fluttering, wavering petals, and they patted 
softly against one another, and birds called, shrill but hesitant, 
and then I heard pounding: a drum, a heartbeat.

I stood up quickly. On all sides, above and below me, beside 
me, the pounding. And full-lipped white roses encircled me, 
ripe and blooming with hysterical rage in the heat. I felt the 
damp ground beneath me. I looked carefully at the gray specks 
in the dirt, at the twigs, at the flowers breathing, beckoning and 
reveling, budding like her body. I could smell her; her scent was 
part of me.

I whisked the dirt from my clothes while walking, and folded 
myself under an alcove of wall and tree for shelter from the warm 
bulbs of rain falling to the earth.

Then the long white limousine we had rented was zooming 
up the road, small dampened dust-circles rising behind it. I lis
tened to my heart pound unevenly like the rain.

Matt stepped out and ambled slowly around the grave. Incon- 
gruent shadows played on his stride as he walked towards me. I 
stared at where I had been lying, the ashen flowers bending in 
the rain, already dying. The space in the ground before they 
dropped the rosewood casket had been deep, and now it was 
more a mound, like a bloated body swelling in the heat.

“Where is she?” I asked him.
“Under there,” Matt answered, pointing.
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“No, really.”
“Come back to the house,” he replied, and ventured forward, 

walking loose, the same way the petals beat against each other, 
and returned to the car, leaving the door open so that even from 
far away I could see the creamy leather interior.

I took my time on the way over.
I sat on the edge of the seat, the car door still open.
“I ’ve never loved anyone except you,” I tell him. “First, I ’ve 

always been too stuck inside my own world, and second, no one 
was ever that interesting.”

For a while Matt stared, then he put his arm around me and 
pulled me into the limousine.

“You have me,” he said, exhaling, casual, his breath warm.
Marianne showed up about three days after the funeral. We 

were still trying to figure out what to do with the house.
Marianne brought with her several copies of a magazine that 

had in it Matt’s first published photograph. It was a print ad. A 
naked woman lounged so that nothing was visible but her bare 
legs and arms, showing off a pair of fancy strapped sandals. It was 
Marianne, and she looked even better in the photo than in real life.

“It’s not a real ad,” Matt explained, “but part of a series for the 
Agency.”

Marianne waved her hair and one magazine in front of me.
“But look here, printed right here. It’s the same as a real ad.”
Matt followed her in, slouching a little, his hair greasy.
“You sold out,” I told him.
“You can do some things to pay the rent, you know,” Mari

anne answered me.
Matt punched me lightly in the stomach, not taking me seri

ously, on his way to the kitchen. He likes to have water and
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chocolate chip cookies for breakfast.
“Matt has a photographic memory,” I told Marianne. “Which 

means he doesn’t remember anything that he hasn’t made an 
image of.”

Marianne’s hand paused in mid-air as she looked from me to 
Matt, and then she smiled and bit into her cookie.

I tried at that moment to memorize Matt’s face.
The next morning we walked on the railroad tracks. I was 

showing them my shortcut. Matt bummed two cigarettes from 
me; he lit them at the same time, one for himself and one for 
Marianne. I led them past the train station, down a dirt road to 
the new diner next to the old Texaco station.

I was wearing Matt’s red, high-top tennis shoes with no socks, 
and my feet were flopping around in them.

“We could do some nice fashion shots out here,” Marianne 
said, walking in her high-heeled sandals along the tracks.

“Yeah, we could,” Matt answered her. “Be careful not to slip.”
“The water wasn’t even a choice,” I told them, because it was 

on my mind, “She knows swimming so well that she didn’t have 
to struggle against it.”

“Mom made a choice,” Matt said, harshly. “She decided to not 
live in the world without him.”

His tennis shoes were old and about two inches too big and I 
concentrated on this and remained silent, trying to decide how 
weak that was and trying to decide if  I could live in the world 
without Matt.

We arrived at the Texaco station.
“I wanted a nice coffee,” Marianne said.
“It ’s good coffee,” I told her. “And good pancakes and eggs. 

With real maple syrup.”
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“At a Texaco station:*” she asked.

“Look.” I pointed to the sign that hung above the glass win

dow. “Rosies. That’s the nameof it.”

“Okay,” she sighed.

On the way out, I waited with Matt next to the air pump 

while Marianne fixed herself up.

“Your hair,” Matt began, as he watched Marianne disappear 

around the corner, “elicits in me the same tension as a blank 

canvas.”

As he ran his lingers part-way down my back, through my 

hair, I stood very still.

I could still feel his fingers on my back as Marianne walked 

towards us, and I adopted his blank encircling look glittering 

against the light.

I woke late in the afternoon, buried in his water canvas, sweaty, 

exhausted.

These were Matt’s blankets and sheets and canvases. The 

sheets were thick white cotton, wrinkled and damp. Mat t’s hairs 

were in the bathroom sink. His dirt on the faucets. His dirty 

dishes, his dust in the corners, his endless canvases which I 

folded and his floor which I vacuumed, and this space, which hr 

cleared for me in the bathroom for my stuff was a small space he 

had opened for me.

The next day I was gone from the apartment all day, but by 

evening I was back in the neighborhood, and I paced (hr side

walks until they turned to pale lines in the evening light, and 

scanned restaurant windows, my reflection tangled in the violet 

dusk. Dented and iridescent, a metal newspaper rack had fallen 

to the sidewalk. Outside a caf6, the air smelled of coffer.
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Marianne stepped out of a record store. She looked young, 
wearing a short dress, her black heeled sandals. She knew how to 
dress.

“What are you doing here?” Marianne asked me.
“This is a small neighborhood,” I said.
“Do you want to go for a drink?” she asked, not wasting any 

time.
“Sure.” I had a fake I.D. card.
She took a drag from my cigarette. I walked on the curb and 

let Marianne decide on a Turkish place. We sat in the back, at a 
booth.

“I just threw a glass of wine in his face.”
“Whose?”
“M att’s. Who do you think? A  full glass of wine. Unfortu

nately, it was white, so his shirt only looked wet. I can’t believe I 
ordered white wine.” She mused, swirling the glass of red she 
was holding. “This stuff will give me a headache though.”

“What did he do?"
Marianne shrugged. Her hair curled around her eyes. “He’s 

always trying to break up with me."
I thought about Matt, how he doesn’t like being tied down.
“I think he likes the excitement,” she continued. “Plus he’s a 

jerk. Plus he hates it when I drink. Besides, he loves to make-up.”
When Marianne ordered another glass of wine her eyes shone 

out to the waiter.
“Hey, how come you don’t have a boyfriend?” she asked.
After several drinks it was dark out. We walked to Matt’s.
When he opened the door his jeans were unbuttoned at the 

top and his shirt was off. He leaned in the doorway, his voice low 
and hollow.
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I knew the look in his eyes as he stood there, indomitable, 
looking from Marianne to me. After staring into his eyes for sec
onds longer than I intended, catching in those seconds both his 
power and humiliation, I shifted my eyes to his feet and listened 
to his voice.

But instead of fighting like 1 would have, his voice suddenly 
relaxed, and he playfully stood aside for Marianne, swinging the 
door shut on me and opening it again, and all the while I stared 
at the hems of his jeans as they dragged on the floor. As he moved 
about, his square arched feet pointing one direction then 
another, I knew I also could have prevented her, or if not pre
vented her, that I had known all along. I remembered moms 
bare face, her body taut as she swirled her feet in the sand next to 
the lake. I had thought of her as being weak, to resort to some
thing so familiar, but Matt had painted her as free.

I looked away from his feet towards the window. I turned my 
back, and looked down at the traffic, my face wet and hot.

In the silence I could hear Matt and Marianne passing a beer 
back and forth.

I paused to look at them and Matt leaned away from the bed 
so that I saw the side of his unshaven face and then the cars again. 
For a moment the window was clear; there was no traffic or trees 
or light poles, but only a pale sky changing its colors every 
minute.

I stood up then. I was down the hall and two flights of stairs 
before I heard Matt calling my name. I cruised in the shadows of 
the buildings, paused at the corner with the light, and as I 
passed the fire escape, my face parting the wind, I felt a whole 
life of my own, demarcated and exact.
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Snaked Man
(inspired by the paintings of Francis Bacon) 

by Jim  Daniels

On the black couch of night 
(not its bed)
a man curls his limbs to fit 
(a small couch at that) 
rubbing his face 
into a pillow of chalk.

On the floor beneath him, 
his body’s outlined 
in chalk (limits clearly marked). 
He almost glows there 
sleep juice getting sucked 
out by the heat. He mops 
his chalky brow with a towel, 
squeezes out milk into a bowl 
and drinks.

(He thinks he’s fooling sleep) 
he told a wicked lie today 
(this is true) he didn’t think 
he’d have to start paying 
for it so soon.
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He grabs the rope 
(not chalk after all) outlining 
his pitiful limbs and gives it 
a good shake. It straightens, 
then it slithers.

J I M  D A N I E L S  • S N A K E D  M A N
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Water from a Tap
(inspired by the paintings ofFrancis Bacon) 

by Jim  Daniels

Dim late night light 
in a public restroom stall, 
release easing the strain, 
the pressure to go, go, 
high windows open 
to relieve the stench.

Complex dizzy light 
of half-forgotten late-night 
dreams half uncovered 
by a number of bitter drinks 
and prattle.

A head under the tap 
cold water running 
down the forehead 
into the open mouth 
into the open hands 
the head bent, careful 
not to hit the tap
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careful and drowning
in what is no longer
possible, the lover
had said, the words obscuring
under water left on,
flowing into the night,
out the open door.
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Haircut on the 2 ist Floor
(inspired by the paintings of Francis Bacon) 

by Jim  Daniels

My life is a dirty smudge 
cultivated into a three-piece suit. 
Bless me father, for I have shaved 
my grit and made a sandpile 
for me to piss in.

I ’m part buffalo, part 
human virus. I wear a red tie 
to hide the fat pill of my sick heart. 
I work out every day after work—  
poison for poison, I always say.
Do unto others. I have

whenever possible, squeezing 
their stringy chicken necks.
That’s why I am able 
to cover my thinning hair 
with pasted dollar bills 
and the slick cum of wealth.

My hands, a funnel in my lap 
sucking everyone down 
eventually while I whisper sweet 
nothings at them.
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I always smell nice and squeeze my teeth 
into an air-conditioned smile.
The hair on my neck, my only problem.

My wife has lost the power 
of speech. She is fragile 
as hollow eggs, colored and ornate 
outside. I blew out the yolk,
I blew out the white, years ago.

I like to rake a comb against my scalp 
or better yet, have someone else do it 
afternoons like this, my assistant 
holding calls, scribbling my signature 
on empty sheets of paper.

I used to have to scrape the blood 
out from under my nails. No more.
I close my eyes and sigh. The usual.
I imagine turning over dirt, finding 
something growing.
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A  Poet’s Museum
by Michele Wolf

It is one of the first tenets of drawing:
That space is a shape, dense 
With as much substance as objects.
That absence, the question that hugs 
The objects, has contours that can be 
Delineated and shaded. You step next 
To the textured black-purple night 
O f the painting before you, to the white 
Pellets of starlight embossed on their base.
A uniformed guard poses near the archway. Light, 
Through banks of bare, narrow windows, douses the room.

At times, with a violence, you find you must handle
The materials, must collide all your fate
Into that soft unknown and color
The space. Perhaps you also yearn to have
Your skin against skin of someone who is distant.
With appropriate tools you can literally take 
The space between objects into your hands—
Define it, perfect it— then display it
On a wall in one of the well-lit rooms
O f your past and your present, where it
Gazes out on permanent view, enfolding the light.
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Manga as Ambassador
by Rachel De Nys

C o m i c  b o o k s  h a v e  a  s t r a n g e , a l m o s t  h y p n o t i c  

hold over their fans. In my early teens I saw how intensely the 
craze caught hold of some of my friends, who were avid collec
tors, even though I didn't feel it myself. One boy I knew had a 
whole trunk filled with dog-eared comics that I'd sometimes 
shuffle through for a little diversion— but as to investing money 
in them, I couldn't really see the point. Preserving each comic in 
its own cellophane envelope, the excitement collectors felt at 
finding a specific issue number, or assembling a whole series—  
that sort of devotion didn't interest me. It was too organized. 
But the powerful thrill true collectors felt was genuine, and I 
had a healthy respect for those who worshipped at the comic 
book altar.

Many of those same kids also watched Japanese cartoons such 
as Speed Racer, Robotron and others on Saturday mornings. But 
I didn't really understand this craze either, until college, when I 
saw the film A kira . Akira has been touted as one of the most 
impressively executed Japanese animated films, and is probably 
the most famous of its medium worldwide. A post-apocalyptic 
story about rival gangs running roughshod through Tokyo, it's 
filled with high-speed motorcycle chases, wide urban skylines 
and exploding mushroom clouds. All shown with great artistry, 
the film emblazoned itself on my memory as an important art 
form.
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So when I started planning my trip to Japan, Japanese comics 
were one of the first things I thought of. I ’d seen for myself that 
Japanese animation was miles ahead of its commercial western 
equivalent in terms of plot, characterization, and visual effects, 
so I was eager to see what its static image equivalent was like.

The Japanese comic book, or Manga, is one of the most popu
lar (and definitely the cheapest) form of entertainment in Japan. 
I knew a lot of the population read them, but their widespread 
popularity and variety is amazing— and can only be truly under
stood by seeing the huge piles of comics at every newsstand, 
bookstore and department store. There are specialized comic 
books on every subject imaginable. Every sport is represented: 
basketball, baseball, soccer, horse racing, gymnastics. Fantasies 
and historicals are also popular (shogun, swordsmen, magicians 
and the like). Everyday scenarios: office dramas, school stories, 
family soaps, rebellious teens as heroes, rebellious gangs as 
threats, schoolgirl romances (lots of these— the girls look dra
matic and pretty, sometimes weepy, and wait interminably for a 
boy to arrive and make their dreams come true), music groups, 
and lots of porn, from lightly suggestive to hard core. If there’s a 
social grouping to be noticed, they have representation in 
comics. And unlike the specific comic book/sci-fi groups and 
collectors in the U.S., everyone in Japan reads them. It was com
mon to see not only kids and teenagers, but forty-to-sixty-year- 
old businessmen, in nice suits, sitting on the subway reading a 
comic book.

The Japanese have always had a strong reverence for the writ
ten language— there is an infinite variety of pens, stationery, 
notebooks and journals at their disposal. The combination of 
words with images has gone the same direction in Japan—
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manga range widely in size and format, from volumes as big as a 
phone book to regular magazine size, to delicate little bound 
books in paperback or hardcover. Many are combinations of dif
ferent artists and stories, while some artists work on the same 
story series for years. I decided to get the most for my money and 
bought a phone book-sized volume with a collection of stories 
by different artists for 250 yen (about two dollars) that I ’d seen 
standing invitingly in neat, tall stacks at every newsstand I 
passed.

I spent most of the ride on the bullet train from Tokyo to 
Kyoto slowly studying each story, paging back to get proper 
context when I got confused about the what was going on. 
Although some rudimentary knowledge of Japanese would cer
tainly have been helpful, I found I could enjoy the visual narra
tive of each story unassisted by dialogue. I felt myself being 
immersed by images and movement, studying the pictures, get
ting caught up in the emotional dramas, or observing the sharp 
wit involved between the protagonists. All this managed to dis
tract me, making it harder to focus on dissecting the actual sto
ryline.

From the moment I opened the book the drawings’ power 
really struck me— the way varying images could convey move
ment of characters and plot, much in the same way film does. A 
scene could be shown from a wide array of perspectives, depend
ing on the kind of mood that was being conveyed. A character 
could be shown in extreme closeup to highlight emotion, or be 
drawn as if  from a far distance, becoming swallowed up by his 
environment. Or the same scene could be almost completely 
hidden in shadow, the barest white outline of a character’s face 
showing through.
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The juxtapositioning of each frame containing an illustration 
had almost as many possibilities as the art within. A page 
depicting an action sequence could show several frames high
lighting the same scene from different perspectives. In a soccer 
game, for example: an aerial shot of the ball, just kicked, whizzes 
up into the air towards the viewer, a character’s point of view 
after being knocked to the ground, looking up at a frenzied 
attacker, blurred shots showing speed, the sweat-ridden, con
torted faces of players intent on driving the ball home. I could 
feel the players caught up in the powerful speed and intensity of 
the game.

Frames themselves could also be arranged in different ways to 
emphasize a particular action. A sequence of five or six frames 
could take up a page. A thin strip could span the entire middle 
width of the page with a different scene or design covering the 
rest as a commentary on the action of the page’s center. A scene 
could take up one full page, or a two-page spread. Or a whole 
mishmash of these techniques could be used, depending on the 
intensity of the scene. It was dazzling; although these comics 
often used a lot of dialogue, the more skilled comics could com
municate the story and character through visuals alone.

It was strange to be feeling my way through a story without 
reading written dialogue, or narrative captions introducing a 
new story segment. But this blindness also forced me to notice 
every nuance of the pictures drawn, to truly see the emotion on 
characters’ faces, to feel the speed or strength of their move
ments, and to understand why comic narrative can be so power
ful. It ’s a very immediate medium— everything is laid out in 
front of you to see, and yet within each frame lies the possibility 
for a multitude of details, if  you take the time to notice them.
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Since finding these details could clue me in to things I was miss
ing from not reading the dialogue, I got a better grasp of the 
detailed imagery.

These stories weren't only the stereotypical melodramas of 
old-fashioned samurai sagas or modern business takeovers that 
I ’d originally visualized. Although a lot of tales consisted of 
macho posturing and shows of power, many were also funny—  
some blatant satires of Japanese societal roles. Others were 
quiet, often wistful reflections on the conflict between the duties 
of job and family. The range of narrative voices was as numerous 
as the artistic styles that made themselves evident on the long 
train ride.

When I first arrived in Tokyo with several friends, we stayed at 
the house of a Westerner who was living there under duress. Vic 
had come to Tokyo for work and had been there for three years. 
In conversation around the dinner table that first evening I was 
amazed to hear him say that the Japanese were such a conformist 
culture that they didn’t really have an original creative impulse 
outside their traditional arts, and that those were in decline, as 
fewer people were learning them. Since I tend to think of the 
creative impulse as one of the things that defines human nature, 
I was flabbergasted by what he said.

Firstly, I ’d seen an exhibit of modern Japanese art a couple 
years before that was widely varied, a lot of it imbued with 
intense passion and emotion, and I cited this to him as specific 
evidence that he was wrong. I was troubled that a man with 
obvious intelligence would say such a thing. But I realized that 
because he didn’t try to understand the reasons behind cultural 
differences, he tended towards some incredible blanket state
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ments about the Japanese people. O f course you’re not going to 
notice different, modern and purely Japanese artistic forms if  
you don’t bother to observe and remember the subtle variables 
of a changing culture, and to look for them.

After I got home from Japan I took the manga to work. I work 
in a publishing company, and since books and comics are such a 
strong part of Japanese culture, I thought my coworkers would 
like to see it. My boss quickly flipped through the pages, and 
promptly said, “They all look the same!” I bit my tongue to keep 
from laughing. He skimmed through the book so quickly that 
he was barely looking at what he paged through— if he’d both
ered to look more closely he’d hopefully have seen some great 
stylistic differences. The more he’d look at them, the more he’d 
see how the complex artwork, stories and character depictions 
reflected very different ideas of social roles, satire, humor, and 
foreign influences on Japanese culture.
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Pictures From Camp
by Dan Havlik

In the first week of camp
Peter shoots off the tip of his nose in rocketry class 
Looking at the wrong end of a burning engine. 
Psssft...bang!
The lit gunpowder blows out his
Left nostril like an exploding planet from a sci-fi film
And it is fantastic, so slow, as in a dream.

From the green doors of the place
(“The Lab” but there is nothing serious to it)
He runs and we after, chasing him down for a look. 
The sky is bright on this day and we can see 
The counselors unloading kayaks and the still 
Lake blazing like a stone in the red sun.
Everyone is laughing, except Peter, as I best recall.

When we catch up to him, we throw his body down
With a force that would break a deer’s skull
And one of the big boys lays on top
So Peter cannot move and let us see what did it.
Another boy, Arthur I think, takes Peter’s hands
From his face and holds them up with an arm
And all the boys grow gloomy like a group of doctors.
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I shoot pictures of the scene with a pin-hole camera 
We made in arts and crafts, grinning as the day grows dark. 
Later I am to go with some of the others 
Down the sandy path, past the overturned boats,
Behind the cafeteria, up a hill and down some steps
To where the nurses took Peter to do the work
But we get lost on the way and are a little sick ourselves.

Later a boy named Claus (or was it David?) and I run to 
The bam to watch the sleeping horses as they dream.
I put my camera to a hole but it is too dark for photos 
So we lie in the tall hay and listen to horses breathing 
And think about Peter sensing the world from one nostril.
On Sunday, the next day, I am (we are all) supposed to 
Write letters home but no one can think of one word to say.

It is a regular case of collective writer s block.
I begin my letter this way: “Dear Mom and Pops: Today we dug 
Ditches with spoons to put in some new toilets for the camp.
I can not believe what they make us do! I f  you could see me 
Now you would not believe your eyes. When we are not working 
We are making camp fires that bum the whole forest down.
Those Quakers sure know how to throw a party!
I w ill write more when I am not so dopey. Your sony X ”

On secret nights I go to where the Indian funerals are held.
I am hungry and I have no shirt, just a wine-skin keeping 
My water to the chest, mosquitoes pinging off me in the mist. 
Some of the counselors sit on rocks as I sneak by, 
Remembering to put down Indian steps to keep it quiet.
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The toe goes first and when that is in place, the heel is down. 
The toe and then the heel. The toe. The heel. The toe. Heel.

Toe. Heel. Etc.

I meet Carlos above the highest ridge and we are off into darkness. 
Through the trees and into wide glades that clear 
The eye we push through. Down deadfalls that are lessons 
For the spirit, along ivory-studded footpaths that fade under, 
Beside the stars that carom their lights through spaces of green 
I hold out one arm making sure the way is right and dig 
The other into my pocket to touch the warm daguerreotype.

Weeks pass and even the rough boys grow teary-eyed for their 
moms.

Near the highway the campers sit quiet in mid-maneuver 
As the cars of our parents turn past an abandoned shack 
On a hill; a plumb line of metal down into the deep gorge.
The skinny boy, Louis, and I, move through camp in our war 

paint,
Whooping out our lungs in the silence of Sunday afternoon. 
Everyone is indoors holding their breath before last bowls of soup.

At the archery range I tell Louis to hold the camera and take 
pictures.

I put an arrow below my armpit and punch it through the target. 
I put another near my left ear and one below my leg and make 
My face into a mask of blue grief so he can have a good shot.
We move to the boathouse that is now a great fire burning 
All the old oars into cinders as naked boys dive from 
The highest docks into the waters of Lake Winnowa.
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The ghost of the camera is snapping photos in my sleep: 
Peter s rocket launching itself across the lake 
While he waits in the woods for the counselors to find him; 
The mad moose on Blueberry Island when it came through 
The trees and shook its head and crushed our tents;
The sailboats like white open ears listening at the wind; 
Our cabin in morning and the dawn's flypaper light.
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Bourgeois d’Orsay
by Emmy Hunter

I’m uncertain how to be in this artifice.
This is a painting 
By Henri Fantin-Latour,
Evidence
O f the existence of something.

All the subjects face front, from the corner of a room.
Only the painter, squashed in back at a door, about to leave, 
Looks into the space of the painting,
At the foreground,
Children and a wife with skin the color of glassed exhibits, 
Crowded in with a black sofa 
And the wife’s enormous clothes.

The whole painting is gigantic
And could fall on me. The wife stares out deliberately,
Pulling on a glove so tight
It will bind and choke her.

Nearby, Manet has decided to ignore the people.
They’re just dead,

An idea,
A waterfall of white.
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I could turn toward a peripheral shadow,
A man following me at an angle.
Specific and alive, he’s on the verge of making me feel heavy and 

aware of myself,
A dark blur in front of a wall.

There is relief in the skylight and the sinking levels of the long 
gallery,

Cold, white bodies, asleep somewhere one time,
And the concept of green metal columns that once functioned.

They’re now objects. You could bang into them.

I can’t resolve this,
But the museum has put a stone bench 
At a European remove 
And sitting on it, I begin.
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One of the 
Beautiful People

by Rachel Posner

W H E N  I F I R S T  S A W  H I M  I F E L T  N O T H I N G ,  J U S T  T H A T  

he was probably beyond help and had probably sliced up his own 
nipples in tribute to Charles Manson or something worse. He 
didn’t talk to anyone and seemed really uncomfortable in 
Jacinda’s apartment, like he had never seen a clean floor or a liv
ing plant or a real Rothko before.

I was wearing the faux-furry leopard mules I had made as a pro
totype, and otherwise all black. I had just had my hair re-skunked 
in the West Village after a traumatic argument with Andre, my 
stylist, and was feeling punchy. The hand-to-mouth of my Merits 
was a comfort, except that I hated catching glimpses of my 
chipped silver fingernail every time I pulled one out of the pack.

“Don’t tell me. Morose is hot, sociable is not.” Jacinda 
appeared next to me by the wall. I wanted not to answer, but it 
was her brunch, and she was my closest friend.

“Whatever. I guess I should drink more or something.”
“Get this woman a Bloody Mary, will you?” she called to the 

hired bartender. “So, where’s Bjorn?”
“Photoshoot. The Tommy Hilfiger people are threatening to 

chop his hair.”
“Samson and Delilah on Seventh Avenue. You gonna keep 

him anyway?”
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“I don’t fuck his hair, do I?”
Jacinda laughed. “I wouldn’t know, Harper.”
I paused a second to smoke. “So who’s the rodent in the green 

chair?”
“Oh, he’s— Somebody brought him along, I guess, God 

knows why. Maybe as a statement or something. His name is 
weird, scary, I can’t remember. He plays in a band we’ve never 
heard of.”

Someone passed me my drink. I watched the scrawny mystery 
guest bite his cuticles and stare out the window. He had way too 
many pierces.

“Looks like he’s gelling with the crowd just swimmingly.”
“So, go talk to him, Ms. Social Outreach. Hey, look, Saman

tha and Paul!” Jacinda waved to the newlyweds as they came in 
the door. “Don’t mingle yourself hoarse,” she said and pranced 
over to greet them with kisses.

My feet were hurting, so I headed for the couch, which was 
next to punk boy. I sat down and dug my cigarettes out of my 
tiny purse, flicked my lighter and tucked it away.

“Mind if I bum one of those?” I looked up at him coldly. Typ
ical. He’d probably chain-smoked since age twelve without once 
buying his own. I tilted the box toward him and let him slide 
one out, then tried to ignore him.

“How ’bout a light?”
I sighed slightly and held the lighter out for him to take. He 

didn’t move, just held the cigarette in his mouth and looked at 
the lighter. A smirk escaped as I lit it for him.

“Thanks.” He sat back and had nothing else to say to me. Also 
typical. I looked around the room at all my friends, talking, 
drinking, laughing. I recognized Bjorn’s ex-girlfriend, another
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designer he had modeled for before me. She was pretty, but she 
had a fat ass.

“You know, I know all these people and I don’t want to talk to 
any of them.” I just said it, maybe because I knew he didn’t want 
to chat and I wanted to bug him.

“I only know one guy, and I feel the same way.”
“Go figure.” I glanced at him surveying the room with icy 

disdain. “So why don’t you skip it if you’re not having fun?”
“I don’t know. Laziness. Why don’t you?”
“G uilt.”
He sniffed.
“I’m Harper Russell.”
Scar.

“Excuse me?”
I m Scar.

I couldn’t help it, I burst out laughing.
“Scar? That’s priceless. Does it come with a last name?” 
“Sometimes.”
“So it’s your stage name.”
“Actually, no. My parents named me Scarborough, after that 

sappy-ass song, ‘Scarborough Fair’ or whatever it’s called.” 
“Kinda backfired, I guess, huh?”
“Hippie shit.”

Bjorn was asleep on the sofa when I got home, TV  on, white 
oxford unbuttoned, hand down his pants. I ’d been doing a men’s 
line since I was nineteen, and he was by far the most beautiful 
model I ’d ever used. He was born with a tan and had perfect 
biceps and a jawline so strong it could bench press on its own.

I was still getting the hang of dating these pretty men. Three
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years ago, they wouldn't look at me. Then I got my face done. 
My mother didn’t approve of the surgery.
“Sweetheart, why on earth would you want to do that?” 
“You’re not one to talk, Mother.”
“I ’m an old bag. Twenty-two is too young— ”
“If it ’ll make her happy, what’s the big deal?” This from my 

stepfather, Quent, who stakes his claim on my sister and me by 
playing fairy godmother.

“How about I take you to Saks and we buy out the Lancome 
counter?” my mother negotiated. “There’s not much a good coat 
of foundation can’t accomplish.”

“Helene, can’t you see she doesn’t want to half-ass it? I ’m just 
a dumb man, and even I can tell how much this means to her.” 

Quent won because he never loses. He was my mother’s 
divorce lawyer, took my father for all he was worth. Not that he 
married her for the money, he was already loaded to begin with. 
It did work out beautifully, though: He got a piece of what he 
won for her, she got a piece of the fee she’d paid him.

He was right. I had had enough of good coats of foundation and 
Andre’s computer-assisted attempts to find the most flattering 
hairstyle for my face. I wanted to be a knock-out, from the minute 
I woke up in the morning to my last sweaty sit-up at the health 
club. Like the rest of my friends from school, whose fathers had 
snagged the prize beauties from the prep-school mixers and had 
produced still more nauseatingly exquisite of spring. Their 
fathers were gorgeous, too, in fact, since they were also the chil
dren of old-money men and their trophy wives. I was sick of 
watching my lucky-fuck sister get all the boyfriends while I was 
perpetually set up with someone’s cousin shipped in from New 
England for any affairs requiring dates. And no matter how much
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better I dressed than any of them, my cheekbones did not jut.
My father was all for it. He’d finally remarried, a towering 

Danish model from my first runway show right after my high 
school graduation, and he was very pro-beauty.

“I think it ’s a wonderful idea, Harp. Just pick a face out of a 
magazine and take it in with you.”

“I don’t know if it works that way, Daddy.”
“Sure it does. Why not? Didn’t your mother take a picture of 

Howard Cosell when she went in?”
Jytte laughed hysterically at his joke.
My father and Quent split the cost and I emerged from 

surgery with my face tightened over my bones, one less chin, my 
eyes made wider, my nose turned into Farah Fawcett’s, and my 
lips just subtly injected with collagen.

When it healed, I finally had the face I deserved. One as good 
as my taste in clothes. For several months afterward, I would 
wake up in the morning, gaze at what had suddenly become 
myself in the mirror, and rush back to bed to masturbate. Natu
rally, I also started getting all the guys.

First I ’d gone crazy, fucking every straight or bi model I hired. 
Jacinda called me the Casting Couch. I insisted on auditioning 
them myself, with the door locked. They’d stand there awk
wardly, bulging out of shirts and pants in all the requisite places, 
and I ’d sit in my elevated director’s chair and give orders: walk, 
remove, flex, pose. It got progressively easier as I realized how 
easy they were. All it took was one less button fastened on my 
blouse, one noncommittal mention of how hard they must have 
to compete to get jobs, and, on occasion, one hand slid down from 
the pecs to the crotch. Sometimes I would make them think 
they’d been rejected because they’d slept with me. Sometimes I
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would take them out once or twice, wear them like accessories, 
then ditch them when I found someone with bigger triceps, big
ger lips, a bigger dick. They were like toys that were most fun 
when you throw them against the wall and break them.

But that got dull, so I picked one. Colin had smooth, fine fea
tures and dark hair and a serious expression. He didn’t do much 
print work, mostly runways. His real desire was to be a stage 
actor— he honestly had no interest in Hollywood, which I found 
cute. He was a genuinely good person and adored me, and that 
bored the shit out of me. I set him up with my personal assistant 
Shawna; they got married in May.

After Colin came Jed, who, while he could wear a broadcloth 
shirt better than anyone else, turned out to prefer his fellow male 
models to me. End of story.

And then, Bjorn, who looked like a honey-haired Tarzan and 
had absolutely no ambitions beyond modeling. He loved clothes, 
and he loved his own body in them, and he loved that I designed 
them and that I peeled them off him quite frequently in the mid
dle of the afternoon, because he also loved his body out of them. 
Most of all, he loved his body half out of them, as he was now, on 
the couch, halfway between clothed and naked, emanating the 
possibility of sex. With Bjorn, the probability of it.

I thought about waking him up with a kiss, but then I just 
walked to the kitchen for a glass of Evian. I wondered how he 
would react if I told him I’d just been fucked extremely quickly 
and surprisingly gently in the emergency stairwell of Jacinda’s 
building by a scrawny, poorly bleached hard-core guitarist with 
acne-pocked skin. I called Shawna and left her a message.

“Hi, it’s me. Tell them yes, I want all the shirts in that hour
glass shape we talked about, men’s and women’s. And look into
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something for me, will you? This band called Scar and the Pus 
Suckers. Articles, venues, whatever. Thanks.”

I sipped my water and walked back across the loft to the chair.
“Dinner at my moms tonight,” I said, not whispering.
Bjorn’s eyes opened. I watched his surroundings dawn on 

him. He turned his face toward me and ran his hand through his 
romance novel hair.

“Hey, babe.” He reached out for me. I placed my foot in his 
palm. “So, Park Ave. for dinner, huh.”

“Yup.”
“W hats the occasion?” He started to run his hand up my leg 

but his arm only reached to my knee.
“My sister’s going to do a line of T-shirts that say cute things 

and Quent’s giving her the money. Thoroughly original.”
I got up and went to lie on the bed. I was in the mood to do 

something crazy. Corset styles for men. Completely sheer busi
ness suits for women.

“You should get off Hilary’s case, Harper. The kid’s just try
ing to do something with her time, right?”

Do something easy, something that requires no talent and 
therefore can’t fail. T-shirts that say “ foxy lady” and “hell on 
wheels.” Big fucking deal. That’s what you get for being beauti
ful your whole life: lazy. And lucky.

“R ight,” I said. Bjorn stretched himself, his washboard abs 
elongating like an infomercial. Sometimes he actually made bile 
come up into my mouth. I looked up at the enormous 
cibachrome enlargement of him in one of my GQ ads, his motion 
making him and the deep green suit a blur above my name in 
tasteful Swiss typeface. It comforted me.

*
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I dragged Jacinda to see Scar and the Pus Suckers at a dive in the 
East Village.

“I don’t get it. You hate sticky floors, Harper. The guy has a 
pierced eyebrow and a green bleach job, you hate that stuff— ”

“I ’m thinking of doing a punk-for-the-office look. This 
might help me get ideas. It ’ll be fun, we can play dress up. 
When was the last time you wore ratty corduroys?”

“Never. On purpose.”
I got a kick out of shopping for the outing. I bought a vinyl 

bra and skirt and biker boots and found an old flannel shirt in 
Bjorn’s closet. I pretended not to notice Jacinda’s sour expres
sion. I hadn’t told her about what Scar and I had done in her 
stairwell after brunch. I hadn’t told anyone, but I ’d thought 
about it a lot. About how there’s something enslavingly sexy 
about a guy who knows against all surface logic exactly when to 
throw you against the wall and do it. This was the first time a 
guy had actually gotten it right. That was something.

I hated their music. There he was, sweating like a pig, wear
ing a T-shirt made more of holes than material. You could see he 
had both nipples pierced, along with about fifteen tattoos all 
over. I was almost ill watching him spit out his indecipherable 
lyrics until he was practically hoarse, but I kept watching. I was 
transfixed, like he was a gory scene in a horror movie. We stayed 
far away from the writhing, slam-dancing crowd.

“I ’m in hell,” was all Jacinda could say all night. I tried to 
ignore her. She drank more and more, until the bar was all that 
kept her upright.

After their set I just stood still and smoked. I wasn’t about to 
make another move. His turn.

“Hey. What the fuck.” That’s how he greeted me.
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“What the fuck to you, too.”
I hadn’t seen him smile before, and I couldn’t make it out 

too well now, either, but a subtle half-grin spread slowly on 
his lips.

“Pretty unexpected.” He was so skinny his jeans were falling 
off him. I could see the worn band of his Fruit of the Looms.

“You guys are really loud.”
“Thanks.”
There was a pause.
“You remember Jacinda, right?”
“Hey.”
“Nice to see you,” she smiled, uncomfortable with his 

unkempt, grimy presence and swaying slightly.
“Hey, can I snag a smoke?”
I took another and handed him one. I was about to light mine 

when he grabbed the lighter, casually touching my fingers, and 
lit it for me, then his own. His eyes were either roaming distract
edly around the room or boring into mine.

“So, where you guys headed?” he asked.
I looked at Jacinda and shrugged.
“I’m headed for the ladies room at the moment,” she replied.
When she had zigzagged away he moved a little closer to me, 

but not too close. He leaned on the bar.
“I ’m surprised.”
“That I’m here?”
“Yeah. You look different.”
“Nah. You’re hallucinating.”
He half-smiled again, running his eyes over me and then the 

room. “Feels like it.”
I decided I must have lost my mind. Fucking butterflies were
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careening around in my stomach. I knew I showed nothing, 
though. Showing wasn’t my thing.

The phone in my purse rang.
“Hello?”
“I ’m out of here, Harper. That bathroom is vile, okay? And 

also I think I ’m gonna be sick.”
“Oh, fuck. Hold on.”
“That’s definitely a first for this place,” he said, thrusting his 

chin toward the phone as I pushed in the antenna.
“Jacinda’s smashed, I have to put her in a cab.”
He came with me in the taxi to Jacinda’s building on Wash

ington Square. He didn’t touch me. When we got out I paid the 
driver and asked Scar to wait downstairs while I got her into bed.

“Could I get another cigarette before you go up?”
I handed over the pack. When I ’d gotten her out of her 

grunge poseur outfit and she’d passed out in her bed, I poured 
myself a shot of Absolut and looked out the window at the top of 
his head and the park. I winced as I swallowed.

“She’s asleep, everything’s cool,” I said, back on the corner of 
West 4th and the Park.

He dropped the rest of the cigarette on the ground and kissed 
me, his whole hand on the side of my face, his pierced tongue 
gliding softly around inside my mouth. It was a high. I think I 
blushed.

“I gotta go back,” he said, “take care of all my crap backstage, 
you know?”

“Oh, shit, I ’m sorry.”
“Whatever. We can hang out there. I f  you want.”
We walked back to Avenue A. He told me his father had a 

new book coming out, his first novel. Apparently he’d been some
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kind of post-beatnik fringe poet. His mother was a folk singer.
“After everything, he’s finally sold out. I can’t wait to crash 

the reading at Barnes & Noble. Fucker.”
I came close to telling him how my father had already been 

sleeping with a go-go dancer named Tiara for sixteen months 
before he actually left my mother and retired early from Wall 
Street, but I can’t stand rehashing all that childhood bullshit.

We spent the night at the club on the bacterial lost-and-found 
clothes pile in a little room behind a graffitied fire door. We kissed 
a lot and I played with all his piercings. When I reached down his 
tightie-whities he stopped me and kissed the back of my hand. It 
was the strangest thing I ’d ever had anyone do during sex. I sat 
there for a second, not sure what to do with that hand.

We slept for an hour or two. I walked home at eight in the 
morning, still dressed like a Halloween witch moonlighting as a 
lumberjack, black liner smeared under my eyes.

Bjorn was reading in bed, naked except for Armani tortoiseshell 
glasses and the two-day growth they’d requested for the Calvin 
Klein shoot.

“H i,” I said. “ I slept at Jacinda’s.”
He looked at my outfit and the Harley boots and said noth

ing. I had stopped at a pharmacy for eye make-up remover, and I 
was regretting it a little.

“We went to a costume party in her building, so I just crashed 
there.”

I snuggled up with him, my dominatrix look quite a contrast 
to his innocent bronze skin. He was reading something called 
Masculinities, It had a long subtitle and a picture of his naked 
torso on the cover.
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“Hows the book?”
“Okay. It's about being a guy. Not exactly Stephen King, but, 

hey.”
Apparently, I was off the hook. He had no stones to throw 

anyway; once I ’d found him backstage behind the racks at my 
show boning a fifteen-year-old model named Flame. No last 
name.

Maybe because I felt guilty about how little guilt I was feeling, 
I decided to take advantage of the fact that I was dressed like 
someone in the sex industry. This he liked very much, although 
he took it a little too much to heart and collapsed in a sweaty 
heap, forgetting the task of pleasuring me. I sketched while he 
dozed in the bright sun. I drew a man's dress shirt with large 
Swiss-cheese holes cut out and a corduroy suit whose pants 
drooped at the waist. For good form, I drew B jom’s face at the top 
of the outfit, as always. Then I drew a ring through his eyebrow.

When Bjorn went out for a job, I ’d invite Scar over and we’d play 
Velvet Underground records and talk. Sometimes we’d screw, 
sometimes I would draw him. He’d gotten a new hairstyle, it 
was totally buzzed and dyed bright blue.

“I think you want one, you just can’t admit it.”
“I can admit it, I ’m just embarrassed to tell you what I ’d get 

if  I did get one.”
He was on his stomach on the floor and I was adding to the 

abstract tattoo on his back with a marker, my cigarette uselessly 
burning in the ashtray.

“You’re not allowed to be embarrassed. Your cleaning woman 
has seen you naked with a guy with blue hair. You’re beyond 
embarrassment. ”
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“My cleaning woman has seen me naked with a lot of people. 
I ’m talking about something idiotic that I want etched into my 
flesh.”

“Tell me.”
“Oh, what the fuck. If I ever did get one, I ’d get one of those 

girls, with the big tits, you know, like a trucker's tattoo.”
He paused. “My mom has a marijuana leaf on her shoulder 

blade.”
“If  I found out my mother had a tattoo, or knew what mari

juana looked like, I think I ’d die.”
“Why?”
“Scar.” I stopped drawing on his skin.
“What?”
“If you saw her for one second, you’d have no further ques

tions.”
“Your mother is a Lady Who Lunches, isn’t she. She is. I knew 

it. You know, my mom had an affair with Joan Baez.”
“Oh really? What a coincidence, so did mine.”
“Yeah, right. Your mom probably had an affair with some 

Rockefeller. Or maybe the Rockefellers’ chauffeur. Scandal!”
I moved off him and looked out the window, sitting holding 

my knees in a fetal ball. “Actually, my dad had all the affairs. 
Any woman over six feet tall and under thirty.”

“My dad says he had an affair with one of Allen Ginsberg’s 
lovers, but I don’t buy it.”

“You don’t buy anything your father says, do you. Like, if he 
said ‘Blue isn’t red,’ would you believe that?”

“Not if he said it. Prick.”
There was a silence. I felt Scar return from his Oedipal rage 

and watch the back of me. I heard him move. He curled himself
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around me, his lips on my shoulder, his hand on my thigh up 
near my elbow.

“So when do you want to get it done?”
“What?”
“The girl with the big tits. I think you should get it right 

here.” He moved his hand to the right cheek of my ass.
“You think?”
“I think it would rule. I think we should go tomorrow.”
I was tempted. Briefly. The thought of being the kind of girl 

who would have a trucker’s tattoo on her butt was appealing. I 
imagined Bjorns reaction. Or Jacinda’s, in the event we were 
getting dressed together. I decided to stay an empty canvas. We 
dropped the subject.

Bjorn had to go to Milan for a Dolce & Gabbana shoot. I asked 
when he’d be back. He said Claude, his gay photographer friend, 
had called from Paris and wanted him to pose.

“He’s doing a piece about male pectoral muscles. He’s not 
sure how long he needs me for.”

He claimed he’d never slept with Claude. I had my own theo
ries. Bjorn was Claude’s muse, his Marie-Therese Walter. I sort 
of liked the idea of them being lovers, but only the idea, and only 
sort of.

I asked Bjorn what the D&G show was about. He said he’d 
heard something about British barristers’ wigs. He grimaced, then 
smiled and came over to my drafting table to look at my sketches.

He picked up a drawing. “Why is my eyebrow pierced in all 
of these?”

“Tone, baby. It’s all about tone.” I reached up and touched his 
eyebrow and chiseled cheek. “Don’t worry, I won’t poke any
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holes in you. That would be like drilling through the David.”
“Damn right.” He kissed my forehead. This always happened 

before one of us went away. We became intensely affectionate. I 
wasn’t sure why.

We decided to play our favorite game, reenacting our first 
encounter, when he auditioned to model for me. I liked it 
because I had all the power. He liked it because he got to strip 
and be worshiped. Everybody won.

Scar came to stay with me in the loft. He brought barely any 
stuff, an Army duffel bag full of loose-elastic briefs and mis
shapen T-shirts with cracked lettering. His head was now com
pletely shaved. He wasn’t bad looking that way. Scrawny, yes, 
with hollow cheeks and fossils of past acne on his face, but 
his features weren’t repulsive. His lips were sort of pretty. Full, 
like mine, only natural. It was strange how much easier it was 
to see him without the hair. Like seeing a picture out of the 
frame.

I started to get attached to his scrawny body, his white goose- 
flesh marked all over with metal and ink, the marijuana leaf on 
his pelvic bone to match his mother’s shoulder. He would hold 
me to his tattooed chest and stroke the white streak in my hair, 
and I would see us like a photograph in my mind.

A couple of days a week he worked in a used record store. At 
night, if his band wasn’t playing in divey bars, he liked to just 
go and hang out in them, getting wasted and moshing. He kept 
inviting me. I said it wasn’t really my scene.

“Fuck your scene. It’s fun.”
“For you.”
“Come on, Harper. Get out of your rut.” He yanked the tie of
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my kimono, undoing the bow. “Go wild. What’s the big fuck
ing deal?”

I smiled, cracking the mud of my home facial. Something 
about the way he said Go wild made me want to. “You’re right. 
Why the hell not, right?”

“Fuck yeah.”
“Fuck yeah, baby.” I dropped the kimono and went to rinse 

off the mask. “And then,” I called from the bathroom, “we can 
go to this party my stepdad’s firm is having.”

“What?"
“This reception they’re having at MoMA. It ’s black tie. It ’ll 

be a blast.”
He appeared in the doorway. “Don’t be a cunt, Harper.” 
“W hat’s the big fucking deal?” I said it slightly too mock

ingly. I hadn’t meant to.
He walked away. I dried my face and put on the petal pink silk 

overalls I ’d made before Quent’s investment consultants axed 
the lingerie line idea.

"Scar.” I turned off the TV  and sat on the bed where he was 
lying. “Don’t sulk, it’s uncool.”

"Fuck you.”
“Look, I was serious, you know. About that whole mosh pit 

thing. I think you’re right. I just thought maybe— ”
“You don’t have to rent a tuxedo to go to a bar.”
"Free cocktails at the reception.”
“No shit?”
“Yup.”
His half-smile half appeared. “What about those mini-foods? 

They serve those?”
“Depends on the profit-and-loss figures for the fiscal year.” I
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lay down next to him and rested my arm across his chest. He pre
tended to bite the side of my hand like a piece of chicken. Then 
he put his arm around me. I said I ’d rent him the tux.

“You’ll get off on seeing me look like an idiot.”
“Pretty much.”

We spent the next day shopping and renting the tux. I kept ask
ing him if my outfit had passed that first time I ’d gone to see his 
band. Finally he admitted it hadn’t.

“Too expensive, that’s all.”
He took me to all the used clothing stores where his old girl

friend Jen shopped.
“I don’t want to look like your old girlfriend.”
“Don’t worry, you won’t.” Apparently Jen was tall and built 

like Scar. No hips, no boobs.
I ended up with some tan corduroy bellbottoms that rode down 

on my hipbones and what must have been a child’s T-shirt with a 
Shell Oil logo on it. I asked why cracked lettering was so big.

“It’s just old, so it’s cheap.”
“So old and cheap are the key. I get it.” He looked at me. “Old 

and cheap aren’t the key?” I asked.
“Come on, let’s do this penguin suit thing before I regain my 

sanity.” He started walking without waiting for me.
Seeing him in a tux was amazing. He was all defensive and 

fidgety. I was beaming. “Wow.”
“Fuck off.”
“Get a guy in a tux and he’s Gregory Peck.”
The whole thing had been a novelty at first, strictly entertain

ment, but seeing him like that made it seem almost standard. 
I ’d bring a date, he’d look dashing, and once everyone was tipsy
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the fun could begin. One of Quent’s coworkers’ wives would 
hike her skirt up and do a sleazy dance and at least one couple 
would have a fight and leave in separate limos.

Jacinda was coming, too. She was being pursued like crazy by 
one of the young big shots at the firm.

“You’re bringing a punk rock troll to a black tie affair?” she 
asked over the phone. I was getting dressed. Scar had gone out 
to get some pot for later.

“Wait ’til you see him in this tux, Jay.”
“Whatever. At least your date won’t bore the shit out of you 

and then beg you to marry him because his father thinks you’re a 
'good bet.’”

“How awful.”
“Totally gauche. He does have a great house on Nantucket, 

though. So I ’ll see you there, Harper?”
“Ciao.”
I was wearing a violet silk slipdress from my last collection, 

with a plain front and a huge, almond-shaped opening in the 
back from a single button at the top down to my coccyx. I 
decided on a simple silver chain and earrings, and the enormous 
silver cuff bracelet my mother and Quent brought me from 
Turkey. I put my hair up and then I put on a ton of make-up, 
something I rarely do anymore, now that I don’t need to. Bur
gundy lipstick with a tinge of blue. I lit a cigarette and tried not 
to smudge my lips smoking.

I heard Scar come in.
“Hey, you better get ready.”
He was just standing there, keys in hand, staring at me. 

Silent.
“You should get dressed, we have to leave soon.”
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He still didn’t move. His mouth was slightly open like he’d 
been about to speak and then got petrified.

"Scar?”
"I’m sorry. I just— You look.. .so beautiful.”
I had forgotten he’d never seen me really done up before. I 

laughed and moved toward him but he backed away slightly.
“What’s your problem?”
"I don’t want to mess you up.” He actually looked scared. Like 

he didn’t trust me.
"It ’s just a dress, stupid. Put your tux on so we can hit that 

open bar.”
He wanted to take a shower first, which is how I knew he was 

really shaken up. I heard him crying while he was in there. It was 
getting weirder and weirder.

I ’d decided to introduce Scar to my family as a stylist. I fig
ured they would forgive all the metal poking through his skin if 
they thought he was artsy. I said he was helping me start off in 
some new directions. Quent wanted to discuss ideas with him, 
talk about financial viability, but I averted the danger by drag
ging Scar onto the dance floor.

He tried to get out of it. He was still acting like I would dis
integrate if he touched me.

"It’s either dancing or talking to these people. Take your pick.”
I couldn’t keep my hands off him in the tux. Since my mother 

thought anyone who cheated was Satan, thanks to life with my 
father, dancing was the only permissible touching option. My 
sister was too busy flirting with her new boyfriend to spy on us; 
apparently he was petty Euro nobility. Jacinda dragged her clue
less date over to us on the dance floor. I searched her face for her 
reaction to Scar’s transformation, but she revealed nothing.
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Later, in the bathroom, I asked what she thought.
“I think he looks like a punk in a rental tuxedo. What do you 

want me to say, Harper?”
I twisted my blue-grape lipstick back into its tube and looked 

at her. Maybe she was right. She was preoccupied because the 
guy had brought a ring this time.

When I got back, Scar had rounded up a fourth pair of rum 
and Cokes. The drunker I got, the harder it was to sustain the 
act. Finally, we slipped out and hailed a cab. I wanted to do it in 
the car. I was three-quarters there just thinking about it. I shut 
the partition window and started to unzip his pants but he 
grabbed my wrists.

“What.”
“Can we wait until we get home?”
“Shut up, come on, don’t be a prude— ” I made another 

attempt.
“I ’m serious. I don’t want to do this now.”
“Why not?”
“Because I don’t. Maybe you and the Breck Boy like to get 

nasty in the car after a nice evening with the socialites, but the 
soap opera doesn’t really turn me on.”

I was stunned.
“Wait, am I the soap opera, or just my lifestyle?”
“Whatever. Call me a poet, it’s a fucking metaphor, okay?”
“Metaphor for what?”
“Just drop it, Harper.”
“Drop what? I just wanted to— ”
“And I just want to get home and get out of these clothes. 

Fucking Christ.”
“You know, Jacinda’s right, you are just a punk in a rental tux."
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“It was your brilliant idea— ”
“Maybe I thought you’d have fun. ‘Get out of your rut. Go 

wild.’ You’re full of shit.”
“My idea of going wild doesn’t include putting on someone 

else’s itchy suit— ”
“Apparently it also doesn’t include having a little fun in a

^ • tttaxi.
“Well what it really doesn’t include is pretending to be some

body I ’m not just so a bunch of snotty rich people don’t get 
freaked out.”

“You’re lucky I figured out a way to invite you at all!” 
“Lucky!”
“I can’t bring just anyone to these things, with my parents— ” 
“Oh, but you can fuck just anyone.”
“Fuck you.”
“Exactly. Me, for example. Doesn’t say much for your self

esteem, does it, Harper? Then again, what do I know. I ’m ‘just 
anyone.’”

I was furious. I wanted to bite him. We sat in festering silence 
for the last few blocks. I paid the driver and slammed the car 
door. I ran up the stairs and threw open the front door. Then I 
shut myself in the bathroom to take a shower.

When I got out, Scar was gone. So was the duffel bag. The tux 
was balled up on the floor.

“I don’t know what you were doing with him anyway. He’s 
totally not your type. When’s Bjorn coming back?”

“He left a message for me yesterday. He’s still posing for 
Claude. He doesn’t know.”

I hadn’t spoken to Scar in two weeks. I ’d started hanging
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around tattoo parlors and body piercing places, picking up guys. 
At first I tried to look the part. Then I discovered that they were 
more receptive to sex with an uptown girl. They thought it was 
kinky. They all wanted to initiate me into the ways of their 
netherworld.

I called my assistant after one of these trysts. “Shawna, listen. 
For this show, instead of calling the agencies, I want to try to get 
models who fit the look I'm working with. Look in the yellow 
pages, find out where they do body art, see if  you can scare up 
some guys. Get their numbers and we'll have them come down 
to the showroom."

The whole collection was about Scar. Shirts in prints based on 
his tattoos. Denim and corduroy suits with lowrider bellbot- 
toms. Camouflage suits. Holes everywhere. I stopped drawing 
Bjorn's face at the top and just drew a nonspecific shaved head. 
Bjorn and I had phone sex twice, but my heart wasn’t in it and 
he could tell.

I got my bellybutton pierced. I knew what I had to do. I 
started to get dressed in the Shell Oil shirt and the tan pants, but 
I changed my mind. I put on a short black skirt and a cropped 
white angora sweater and headed up to CBGBs in a cab. I knew 
his friend's band was playing there.

Everyone stared at me, even though they were the ones with 
the spiky green hair. I was definitely the only one there with a 
clutch purse. I didn’t care.

“Have you see Scar?" I asked the bartender. I figured she 
would know who he was.

“Yeah, he’s back there somewhere."
I ordered a shot of Tequila and had a cigarette before making 

my way to the back. I could see him, finally, talking to a girl
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with bristly dyed black hair and a stickered leather jacket. My 
heart did stupid things inside my chest. He noticed the ripple 
effect created by everyone turning to look at me. He looked me 
up and down as I got closer, his eyes resting at my belly button. 
He was wearing a pea green polycotton buttondown shirt that 
barely buttoned, so that I could see every nuance of his skinny 
frame and nipple rings.

Once I ’d reached him, I had nothing to say.
“What are you doing here?” he asked.
“Me?” I said. “I come here all the time. What are you doing 

here?”
There was a pause. The girl excused herself, saying something 

about a party, she was excited to see him, whatever. We looked 
at each other. I was hoping that would substitute for speech, but 
it didn’t work.

We went outside. The Bowery was filthy.
“So let’s see it.” He took a step back for the full view, then got 

on his knees for a close-up. He put his hands on my waist.
“Does it hurt?” he asked.
“A little.” I was holding up my sweater slightly so he could see.
“You think the Breck Boy’s gonna like that?” He stood up. I 

tilted my head down steeply to look at it, freaked out, exhila
rated, not recognizing my own body. “Just hope it doesn’t get 
infected, that kills like a motherfucker.”

I had nothing to say, just that ring of metal. His eyes roamed 
the street and then stabbed into mine. He was half-smiling. He 
took my Merits out of my purse and lit one for me. When I held 
it, my hand shook and I couldn’t make it stop. He said we could 
chill at his place, it was right around the corner. He put his arm 
around my waist and we started walking.
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“You can always change your mind, Harper."
“I know." I wanted to tell him I wouldn’t, but it didn’t come 

out.
“If you take it out, the hole closes right back up."
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“Bathers at Grenouillere” 
by Claude Monet 1 869

by David Quintavalle

We take tipping steps from hull to hull—  
the four heavy boats nestled green to the riverbank 
oars stretched across the spanners—  
and we lie down in the last.
Beyond the reach of the trees 
summer heat and light steep the Seine, 
but we are cool and dapple-patched 
our backs pressed to wood and water.
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Nympheas—Claude Monet
by David Quintavalle

Below in the stillness, 
my branches are silent movement 
in a breathless pond:
August green tendrils laughing
one soft, plaintive note,
the open air reflected dark
and impenetrable as blue granite,
a jigsaw of lily pads and my undulations.
Roses, violets, heliotropes—
each bloom a garden spilt from the water.
They cry, but cannot be heard.
I stretch, but cannot touch.
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Photo
ForJ. Clark Henley 

by Michael Lassell

Here, at the bottom of a box at the 
back of a drawer: a photo of Clark in 
a graveyard standing by a stone. It bears 
his family name, as does the style of 
shirt he’s wearing. Was he sick already 
when this was taken? I forget. His wry 
eyes look out over the bushy moustache 
that left wet traces on my lips. Here, on 
the wall near my kitchen, is a Palm Springs 
photo of Clark in a frame I bought in 
the Catskills. Remember how he kept his 
collection of books for children in the 
upper cabinets instead of food? I 
remember, Clark. Eight years. I remember.
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Mrs. Edward L. Davis 
and Her Son, 
Livingston Davis
Oil on canvas, 1890  

by John Singer Sargent 

(American, 1856—1925)

by Michael Lassell

At first I thought the dark aura 
around your mother’s head 
was an optical illusion, 
an afterimage in negative 
of your white straw sun hat.
On closer examination, I see 
it is only paint. She has 
a kind enough face but is a 
dark and formidable power to 
cling to, you in a sailor suit, 
maybe ten years old.
Her eyes are rapier steel 
fixed above my head.
Your eyes,
a dark brown accusation of 
having abandoned you, 
track my attempted escape.
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You are impatient, but 
love the attention, which 
Mrs. Edward Davis knows. Mothers 
always do.

The tour guide nearby says 
you are timid.
I say you were 
biding your time.
By 19 0 0 ,1 figure, you were 
a heartbreaker, spoiled and 
despoiling, by the Great War 
a young entrepreneur with a wife 
and rasher of children. Did you 
long for the boy then as I 
long for him now, the one 
I was and never was, whom I see 
in your eyes, eyes that 
call me to pull you 
out of the life mapped for you, 
out of the canvas into breathing?

Andrew
was no ordinary child,
as he sat on my lap in the
back seat of his dad s
TransAm gunning it out of Alameda
toward his Concord abuelita.
I was no
ordinary child either,
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his uncle s lover,
him not understanding,
clinging to my beard for
fear of speed and
crying at the airport when I
finally left for good.
Youngest of three,
it was Andrew it was hard to leave,
not the man it was bedlam to love.
I cried on the plane as it
flew over the Grand Canyon at dusk.
The stewardess offered a third
drink free by way of
consolation and asked—
in the way of such things—
if I had any
children.
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Pictures at an Exhibition
by Thaddeus Rutkowski

W E N T  T O  T H E  A R T  M U S E U M  T O  S E E  S O M E  V A N  G O C K .  

Dropped Ecstasy at the first water fountain I could find. Looked 
at crazy landscapes. Jagged lines. Swirls. Sawtooth patterns. Van 
Gock had some unresolved issues, I could tell. Also saw some 
paintings by a guy named Chain Saw, or Chaim Saw. Gnarly 
stuff. Tortured portraits. Got into an internal Picasso/Picawso 
debate. You know: “You say Picasso; I say Picawso.” Then won
dered, what’s the difference between Monet and Manet? Got 
nowhere fast with that one. Then got into that old Abstract 
Expressionist mnemonic: “Newman shut the door; Rothko 
pulled the shade; Reinhardt turned off the light/’ Very soothing, 
but sketchy. Saw a piece called Lady With Ermine and wondered if 
it was the last weasel painting. Found out Chagall died long ago 
and couldn’t believe it. Got into some heavy denial, then 
accepted the death as sad, but not as sad as if it had happened yes
terday, or to a close relative. Listened to a tour guide talk about 
repressed anger and the relative merits of paintings vis-a-vis 
blank walls. Sat at the Egyptian temple and felt the Ecstasy really 
take hold. Thought about the architect who designed that glass 
pyramid in Paris and wondered: If I. M. Pei, who are you? Tossed 
a coin in the fountain and wished for domestic bliss. Tried not to 
look anyone directly in the eye. Because if I did, they would 
know about the Ecstasy, of course. But there were some young 
women I couldn’t help looking at— in fact, couldn’t help stalk-
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ing from gallery to gallery. Felt like I was walking on clouds. 
Also felt like a criminal. Found my favorite statue: White Slave. 
Nice, demure bondage. Smooth surfaces. Skinlike effects. Went 
back to stalking, but all my original targets were gone. Found 
my way around the balustrade, the colonnade, and the balcony. 
Looked for God in the details. Then noticed all eyes were on me. 
Went out basically the way I came in.
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Double Accordion
(inspired by the 1 9 3 2  photograph 

“Double accordeon” by Man Ray)

by Christopher Sheridan

I am a scavanger. I pluck half-spent cigarettes from beneath 
your feet.

I open your blue bags and steal the tin cans that might be 
exchanged for dinner.

I inspect your cast-away pizza boxes in search of an uneaten slice 
or crust.

I linger in your slag heaps and swim in your dumpsters.
I’ve taken up in an efficiency situated close to a transportation 

hub.
Mornings, I watch you whiz by in your environmentally con

trolled, glass-encased movie houses.
I breathe deep your hydrocarbons and nitrates, and wonder 

what goes on in those white-collar towers.
Days, I pick up newspapers in your trains and resell them for a 

quarter.
Through store windows I watch your image machines flicker 

with light.
Evenings, I take dinner by the windswept banks of the New

town Creek.
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Night falls and I lay my head in a forgotten grotto halfway 
through the Midtown Tunnel.

I have six furry friends; I feed them your leavings. I watch your 
lights twinkle out 

one by one and I sit grateful 
for this toehold on life.

You're badly dressed with poor diction. Your clothes smell like 
the zoo.

Your fingers stretch toward me like dirty bed pans.
Your gut hangs out, bloated with cheap malt liquor,
I can see the scars of numerous stabbings.
You come at me on the train platform, menacing yet hangdog. 
What can I do?
There is something in you that scares me; I won't give you any 

coins.
There is nothing in you I want, and I'm sick of finding my 

garbage ripped apart.
Your laziness and inertia embody all that’s wrong with this 

country.
Your cardboard condo is in danger of gentrification, 
and I ’m personally rooting for Darwinism.
You may soon be swept from my sight, maybe this winter, 
maybe not.
Perhaps you'll be shoveled frozen solid into a truck 
and decrease the surplus population.
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The Thing in the Lake
Excerpt from an unpublished novel 

by Ronald De Feo

I ’ m  G E T T I N G  C L O S E R .  I J U S T  K N O W  IT.  I ’ V E  P A S S E D  A N  

invisible border. Whereas just a short way back there were 
houses every now and then— unoccupied from the look of them 
or just plain abandoned— in this area I don’t see any houses at 
all, not a one. The forest grows more dense and unmanageable, 
and I have to push away branches or duck under them to move 
ahead. They strike me and stick me. I lose my footing, almost 
slide down into the lake. I struggle again forward, my patience 
and energy being sorely tested, when I see what looks like a nat
ural path twisting this way and that to the top of the hill. Leav
ing my bag by a large pine, I start to climb, figuring that from 
the summit I may get an idea of how far I have yet to travel. It’s 
hard to secure a footing on the steep hill, and the fallen leaves 
don’t help— I keep struggling and sliding, sometimes having to 
grab the branch of a tree for support, grabbing and pulling. At 
one point, I put on the gloves that I very wisely brought along 
so I can now advance without doing damage to my hands, get a 
fairly firm grip as I pull myself up. The trees begin to thin out, 
giving way to sky, and I ’m thankful because I keep having to 
catch my breath and am wondering how much longer my poor 
body can take all of this abuse before it drops dead.

I collapse when I reach the top, falling to my knees and then 
to my side, laying there on the ground, sweating in the cold, my
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legs strained and sore, the sky all around me, the sun pouring 
down through a lone white cloud, a great beam of light, as if I ’ve 
climbed close to heaven. After some minutes I struggle to my 
feet and gaze out on an unexplored countryside, now completely 
revealed. I can’t believe what I am seeing. There below me is the 
rest of the lake. But it is tremendous, looking like a gigantic bay, 
curving around for miles in an enormous half-circle, lined by 
mountains that are so far away they appear as little hills. The 
lake is empty of life and is lovely, a perfect subject for a 
panoramic painting. There's so much water, everywhere. A boat 
would get lost in it. There isn't enough sunlight to light all of 
the surface, and only a long, narrow stretch of water gleams 
gold. No wonder The Thing can disappear for weeks, I think. 
He's got practically a sea to play in. I realize that I am a bit light
headed after my climb and I wonder if what I am seeing is some 
sort of an illusion fostered by fatigue, that perhaps the size and 
distance are deceptive but that in my weakened state I've lost 
my sense of judgment. I decide to take a photo so I can then 
compare what I think I'm seeing with what the camera actually 
shows. But then I wonder: Suppose I misjudge the photo, sup
pose I see what I want to see rather than what is really there.

In other words, the photo can't serve as positive proof if I am 
the only one considering it. Odd that all of a sudden I don’t trust 
myself in this way. But this scene before me is too incredible to 
take in. Things, bugs, birds, crushed houses. One weirdness after 
another. How much am I expected to believe? This is where Ruth 
becomes valuable. I'll snap the photos and then show them to her 
for verification. If  there’s one thing you can say about Ruth it's 
that she only sees what is truly there. I think about how I am 
thinking at this moment and I realize that everything is growing
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too complicated. I realize that I feel a little sick and dizzy. Maybe 
you need a ham sandwich, my brain tells me. I shake my head as 
if trying to clear it. What am I thinking? This doubt. This ques
tioning. Pull yourself together. What you’re seeing is what is 
there. Your eyes are telling the truth. I ’m about to reach down 
for my bag to get my camera when I remember that I left my bag 
by the tree at the bottom of the hill. “Oh, damn,” I say. I get even 
more upset when I look below. The hill seems much steeper 
going down than it did going up, and I suddenly have a queasy 
feeling in my stomach, as if  I ’m about to jump off a building. But 
I need those photos. TheyTe vital. And besides, I have to get 
down. I can’t stay up here all day. O f course I can’t. I realize that 
my mind isn’t focusing correctly, isn’t reasoning the way it 
should. I ’ve welcomed all the space around me to let my brain 
breathe, but maybe now, here with this enormous expanse of lake 
and countryside, there’s too much space and my brain is getting 
too much air and freedom, is carelessly wandering at the risk of 
losing itself completely in the wilderness. I begin to descend the 
hill, skidding from tree to tree, being very careful, but no matter 
how cautiously I want to proceed the force of gravity propels me 
forward and I soon find myself almost running, stumbling 
against my will. Fearing that I ’m going to topple over any sec
ond or crash head first into a trunk, I allow myself to squat and 
then plop down completely, sliding down now on my behind, 
hoping that by planting more of my weight on the earth I ’ll be 
more resistant and thus reduce my speed. It works. But while I 
manage to avoid tragedy, to save my skull from any damage, the 
back of my legs, my thighs, and particularly my behind are badly 
scraped, burning terribly, and my old corduroy pants, which 
have for me what is called sentimental value, are in ruins.
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With my bag in hand now, I collapse by the edge of the water 
and pull up somewhat shredded pants to examine my bloody 
legs, finding a bruise here, a cut and abrasion there. I attempt to 
soak my handkerchief in the lake so I can clean and soothe my 
wounds. Too destroyed to bend, I lay down on my side in the 
weeds as I reach out into the lake. I ’m about to dunk my hand
kerchief when I see underwater, just about a foot away, a good- 
sized fish gliding ever so slowly over a cluster of rocks. Now this 
is too much, I say to myself, this is just too much! Because as the 
fish turns my way, I see its eyes, can’t help but seeing them for 
they are big and bulging and occupy much of the head. They 
appear white, with large black irises, and they seem to project a 
certain intelligence. And they’re looking at me. I actually rub 
my eyes— it’s come to this— and then squint in hope of bring
ing details into better focus. No change. I see what I saw a few 
seconds ago— the great glassy googily eyes virtually popping 
from the head. Don’t go away, I say to the fish under my breath, 
not wanting to frighten it off as I slowly, quietly get to my feet 
and seek out my camera. But when I return, the fish, creature, 
what have you, has vanished. Damn. On the pad I carry in my 
jacket pocket I make note of my latest discovery. Since I was 
unable to photograph it, I try to draw a picture of it. But I’m not 
much of an artist. Trying repeatedly to capture the little mon
ster, all I get is something resembling a ridiculously silly car
toon character, the kind of thing that might be named Fishy.

I rest a bit before attempting the climb again. Sprawled out 
on a bed of leaves and grass, I turn and rest on my right side, my 
ear pressed to the ground. I close my eyes and I ’m about to doze 
off when my ear begins to detect a tremor in the earth. It’s slight 
and distant but it can’t be denied. The landscape is responding
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to an event. I raise myself up, search the lake, the land. The 
silence seems as if  it s  about to break any second now, but sec
onds keep passing and nothing happens. I feel more like an 
intruder than ever before, an explorer, the first of my kind here. 
I ’m wonderfully nervous.

I decide that I can’t tackle the hill again. My body really 
makes the decision for me. It will not tolerate another ascent—  
and even if it were able to reach the summit, neither it nor my 
pants would survive the trip down. But I must take those pic
tures. So I have no choice but to travel the long way around, fol
lowing the base of the hill until I reach that great open expanse 
of lake.

I slide, I slip, I trip. I am even in the water at one point, since 
it’s easier to walk in the lake than on the congested land, what 
with the bushes, trees, leaves, weeds, rocks. My shoes are soaked 
now in addition to my ragged, wrecked outfit.

Finally, I stand before the sight I viewed from above. From 
this level it looks like a glistening sheet of gray striated glass 
spread out endlessly, as wide as the sky. I am nothing next to it. 
For the first time I wonder if  I have taken on more than I can 
handle. The lake challenges me. The water rolls in, wavelet after 
wavelet, so quietly, steadily, and yet so mysteriously, as if it were 
a living, breathing thing in itself. Again I feel that I am being 
watched, but this time it’s by everything before me and around 
me— the lake, the trees, the sky, the birds, the fish. My eyes shift 
back and forth. I wait for a possible attack. And I wait. Time 
passes, the water rolls, the cloud drifts. I slowly raise my camera, 
frame at least part of the scene, and then very softly snap it. But 
the sound echoes across the region. I wait for the photo to 
develop, peel away the covering and examine the picture. A
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beauty. I snap another, and another, taking my chances with 
these loud snaps. But you only live once. With the three images 
you can get a rough idea of the reach of the lake. It s all terribly 
impressive and frightening. I examine the photos and compare 
them to the actual scene, looking down at the photos, and then 
up at the scene, down and up, up and down, from the picture to 
the real thing, comparing details, checking for flaws, distor
tions. It ’s extraordinary when you think of it— being able to 
hold the lake, mountains and sky in your hand. I extend one of 
the pictures out in front of me, so that the photographed scene is 
surrounded by the actual scene, like having a picture within a 
picture. The colors in the photo are off— the blue of the sky 
appears light blue, almost white, the water more blue than gray. 
As I compare the photographed scene with the real scene, I real
ize that nothing pictured exactly matches the way it actually 
appears. Some things have even changed dramatically in the 
process— the big, perfectly white cloud in the photograph is on 
the left, but some time before, when I took the picture, it was on 
the right. A lot of what I am looking at in the photo is in reality 
already different now— the ripples on the lake, the reflections of 
light, the birds in the sky. What I saw then, minutes ago, I am 
not seeing now. Only another version of it. I grow confused 
again. My mind needs a rest. I need a rest. I have witnessed too 
much today for one human being. But the pictures, I tell myself 
firmly, the pictures, however imperfect, are true enough.
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In the American West
Inspired by Richard Avedon’s photograph of three sheep 

in a slaughterhouse in Ellis, Montana, published in 

his 1985 book, In the American West.

by John Trause

In the American West 
three sheep 
hang in a 
slaughterhouse, 
their heads 
hanging 
like purple 
wisteria
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